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This thesis describes the design and functionality of a Distributed Petri Net Con-
troller(DPNC). The controllerruns under X Windows to provide a graphical inter-
face. The DPNC allows users to distribute a Petri net across several host computers
linked together via a TCP/IP interface.A sub-net executes on each host, interacting
with the other sub-nets by passing a token vector from host to host. One host has
a command window which monitors and controls the distributed controller. The
input to the DPNC isa net definition81e generated by GreatSPN. Thus, a net may
be designed, ana2yzed and verifiedusing this pa_ctmge before implementation. The
net isdistributed to the hosts by t_ing transitionsthat axe host-criticalwith the
appropriate host number. The cont_Uer willthen distribute the remaining places
and transitionsto the hosts by generating the local nets, the local maxking veczors
and the global maxking vector. Each transition can have one or more precondi-
tions which must be fulftUedbefore the transitioncan Rre, as well as one or more
post-processes to be executed after the transitionfires.These implement the actual
input/output to the environment (machines. signals etc.).The DPNC may also be
used to simulate a GreatSPN net since _ochastic and deterministic firingrates axe








Petri nets are becoming popular for modeling manufacturing systems [13].
This project attempts to facilitate the use of Petr_ Nets for controlling discrete event
dynamic systems such as manufacturing systems and flexible manufacturing systems
incorporating robots. The growing comp(e.,dty and emphasis on productivity forces
the issuesof reliability,ease of implementation, prototyping and verification.Since
Petrinets can be analyticallyproven to be freeof deadlock and bounded, the reliabil-
ityissue ishelped using the Petri net technique. Since itiscostly to do prototyping
using actual machines, a Petri net model of a manufacturing system may be analyzed
for itsperformance, thus further enhancing the value of this approach.
Discrete event dynamic systems are characterized by concurrency and asyn-
chronous operation and Petri nets can capture these traitseasily. To reduce the
complexity of using Petri nets. design r.oolsand analysis tools axe necessary, for
building correct controllers.
The distributed Petri net controller (DPNC) was designed with the ;Lbove
in mind. To [ur_her enhance the Petri net property of concurrency, a distributed
archkeczure was chosen whereby the Pearl net is distributed acoss several host
computers which are linked together via a local area network. The controllerwas
demonstrated using a model o[ the dual ;_rm testbed in Rensselaer's Center for
In_e|ligentRobotic Systems [or Space Exploration (CIRSSE).
Other, more practicalrequirements fora controllerinclude a need for flexibility
in allowing the designer to easilyinterface,vithmachines, devices,signals,etc. that
are connected to the individual host. Sinc_ the Petri net is distributed,there must
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be some scheme for distributing the places and. transitions of the net on the various
hosts. For operation of a system controlled by the DPNC, an interfaceth_ provides
control and display of status in re,-time must be provided. The status of the net
(and thereby the machines) must be availableon the operator screen.
1.2 Thesis Organ_ation
Chapter 2 describes brieflywhzt a Petri net is and how itcan be applied to
control. The ed_or_of this project iscompared to earlierwork. Chapter 3 describes
the internal design of the controller,the various programs and implementation de-
tails.Chapter 4 describes how the DPNC may be used to control a physical system
and chapter 5 gives a speciiicapplication of the controller.A model of the CIRSSE
testbed [81isused to demonstrate the utilityof the DPNC. Chapter 6 discussesthe
resultsobtained. Chapter ? has a.discussion on future directions of this project.
Appendix A contains source code listin_ of allprograms included in the controller






PETP..I NETS AND MANUFACTURING
2.1 Introduction
This chapter gives a description of the Petri net theory on which the project
is based. Uses of Petri net8 in manufacturing are Mso discussed and some of the
software tools available are reviewed. Existing implementations of Petri net based
controllersaxe discussed.
2.2 What is a DEDS?
Discrete-event dynamic systems (DEDS) comprise a growing segment of the
manufacturing base today as automation is becoming more widespread. This in-
dudes unmanned systems for space exploration aJad work in other hazardous envi-
ronments. A DEDS is any system where resources and materials are quantized in
discreteunits. The opposite would be a continuous flow process plant, which could
be described using differentialequations. Petri nets are well suited to describing
and modeling DEDS and are thus chosen as the basis for a controller suitable for
DEDS.
2.3 What is a Petri Net?
A Petri net is a directed, weighted, bipartite _aph. The _aph consists of two
kinds of nodes, transitions and places, wi_ich axe interconnected by arcs from either
a place to a transition or vice.versa. The a_'cs have weights representing the number
of parallel arcs between two nodes.
A marking of the net represents a particularslate of the net. The places are
marked with. a number o["tokens, and a u_arking vector represents the number of
4 •
Table 2.1: Common Interpretations of Transitions and Places
input Plates LTransitions
Preconditions Even_








Task or Job Resource released
Conditions Clause in logic Concausions
Buffers Processor Buffers
tokens in each place of the net. A marking is denoted by M, where M is an mxl
vector (the net has m places). The p_h component of M, denoted M(p), is the
number of tokens currently assigned to place p.
The marking of the net determines the firingof the net, or the flow of tokens
through the net. A transition can fire when there is at least k tokens in each
of its input places with multiplicityk. When a transition can fire,it is enabled.
It may, or may not fire,depending on the physical significanceattached to the
particular transition. When a transition fires,it consumes /ctokens corresponding
to the multiplicityof the arc from each of itsinput places and deposits a number of
tokens in each of itsoutput places,depending on the multiplicityof the output arcs
to each output place.
The places and transitionshold some physical significance;a place may repre-
sent the state of a machine, an input _iguM, a request by one machine to another,





2.4 Petri-Nets in Manufacturing
A simple example of a Petri Net model of a manufacturing system is a 2
machine one buffer model (Fig t.) representing a producer machine and a consumer







Buffer Cspaw.ity Consumer Ready
©.
Pieces in Buffer
Figure 2.1: Simple Producer/Consumer Petri Net Model
producer. Place Piece ix, Making represents the producer h currently making a piece.
The transition TI fires when the machine is done producing, taking the input (rsw
piece) and depositing a finished piece in the input and output places, respecZively.
Conversely, the place Consumer Ready signifies (when marked) th_ the consumer
is ready to accept another piece. Transition T4 fires when the consumer is ready
a_ad the buffer Pieces ix, Buffer contains at. [east one piece. Tramition T_ represents
the consumption of a piece.
The u_ili_v of Pearl nets in modeting DEDS may be seen from the fact that the
buffer size can be changed by _imply changing the initial marking of place Bu_'er
Capacity. The number of producers (or consumers) may be changed simply by
changing the initial marking of place_ Piece Made or Cor_sumer Ready.
An exeanpie of why Pearl nets are use[ul for control of DEDS is that the Pearl
net may be ana2yzed for deadlocks, cycies and boundedness. A Petri net which is
free from deadlock and bounded, will ensure that. the Petri ae_ con_ro| system logic
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will have these desired properties as well. The model of the system may also be
used for performance analysis given performance data for the individual mschines
and components in the system. Of course, the accur_ of the analysis is dependent
on the accuracy of the _umptious made.
The above simple system may be used to implement a distributed Petri net
controller. Input and output procedures associated with the transitions can be
implemented on the controller in some chosen language and can be inteffa_:ed with
the controller hardware.
2.5 Petri-Net Design Tools
There _,dst a number of software tools for designing and analyzing Petri nets.
One of the most comprehensive tools is GreatSPN[2]. This progra.m may be used to
graphically design s Petri net using a Sun workstation. The net may be analyzed
for its P- and T-invariants, _ well as transition throughput and token probability
distribution.
SPNP is a set of 'C' subroutines[3] that are used to solve the steady-state
Markov chain to find token distribution _nd transition throughput. It is very. pow-
er:ml, but somewhat cryptic to use. A tool has been written at RPI, called Great-
SPN2SPNPI4], which translates the net information files of GreatSPN to an SPNP
program. This allows for much easier building of SPNP prograsns.
There are other programs as weil. bu_ the above _wo may be the most widely
used and known.
2.6 Comparisons with Earlier Work
Three previous Pe_ri net control schemes have been designed and implemented
at RP[. The _.rst of these by Crockett[.5] is sn application-independent controiler
using Petri nets to describe the sequencin_ of operations. A hierarchical structure
1
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w_ used by defining macro nodes to embed sub-Petri nets in & large model.
This control scheme was further enhanced by Ka_turia[6] by including colored
Petri nets to describe the controller. Rudolph(T] improved on [5] by simplifying the
Petri net description files. The controller in IT] was used to control s miniature
flexible manufacturing plant.
Outside of RPI, Petri nets have been used for fault-tolerantsystems [9],as
programznable logic controllers[101,[II] and for controllingfle:dbleautomation sys-
tems [12] [14]. Petri nets were used in [I")] as the basis for control programs for
general purpose factory automation (FA) controllers.A total FA system has been
implemented in [1,t]with Petri net based station controllersnetworked over a local
srea network.
This project addresses three major issuescompared to the above references:
i). Allow seamJess integrationo{ the controllerwith a Petri net design par.k-
a_e (GreatSPN).
2). Use only generalized stochastic Petri nets to allow analysis using algo-
rithms for generalized stochastic Pearl nets (GSP.N), even if this may
mea.u loss or" the hierarchical features in [5].
3). To use distributed processing as a means to facilitatethe concurrency
and asynchronous featuresof Pe_ri nets.
2.7 Summary
Petri nets have many desirable _'e_.t.nres t'or control of discrete event dynamic
systems. The a.bility to analytically determine deadlocks, boundedness and fmding
cycles as wetl as performance analysis ot" the system contributes to the design of
both the system to be con_roUed and the controller. Past work both a.c RPI and
8 •
out.aide have taken _lvant;age of these fea.tures. Clmpter 3 describes t.he DPNC and






This chapter describes the architecture of the distributed Petri net controller.
Figure 3.1 shows the architecturefor a_aa-i node controller.In the depicted scenario
there axe --Z host computers, each connected to a local area network. Itisassumed
tha_ host computer 0 is a SUN workstation with Suntools for running GreatSPN
and X windows (XIIR4) for running the display and command programs.
The DPNC consists of off-lineand on-line programs. The Petri net forming
the basis for the controlleris designed off-lineusing GreatSPN. An editor is used
to write the various host specificdriver routines, and the 'C' compiler is used to
compile the run-time programs. The run-time token players and supporting display
and command progrmms are run on the various hosts. Each host also runs a device
driver process that interfacesthe individuaJ token player to the physical machines
connected to the host computer.
3.2 Major Programs of the DPNC
The DPNC is composed of severn2 programs, each of which is responsible for
the implementation of a major function. These are
build A shellscript program that prompCs the user forthe hostnarnes the controller
is to run on. The command buiZ_ con1:r will use the GSPN filecourt.net
residing in the ._HOME/greatspn/nets directory of the user. build will call a21
appropriate programs such as assign and make to generate the token players.
net2n_m This program is a modified version of aet°..n.c written by Andreas Nowatzyk




































input to the program is a .net fie and the output is a .r_ file containing the
structure of the net only. The modification allows inhibitor axcs to have mul-
tiplicity greater than one.
assign The net structure as given in the .r_ file is used by assign to distribute the
Petri net across the sub-nets defined by assigning transitions in GreatSPN.
The fie hostnames generated by build contains the host na_es and numbers
and is used by a,s,si_ to give the token player the correct socket addresses.
assi_ outputs the net definition files for a_l token players.
pnn Each token player is compiled with unique 'C' ±ac3.udo data files generated
by assign. The r_ programs (one for each sub-net) implement one sub-net
where each token p|ayer runs as vTxchronously and fires any transitions that
are enabled. The places that axe conunon to transitions residing on different
token players axe caJled global. Global places axe passed from token player to
token player in a token-ring fashion using sockets during net execution.
XCommand Commands to the DPNC are issued using XCommand by moving
the mouse ro the appropriate button in the command window and clickingthe
[eftmouse button. The program willthen send that command to each token
player and the net display program ria sockets.
,X/Display The Petri net isdisplayed in allX window made by this program. The
net appears as it was made in Grea_SPN. Each token player sends a fixing
vector to ,'_Displa!/duringnet execution and transitionsare highlighted when
they fireand token counts are sho_n in the places.
3.3 System Files
The DPNC iscomposed of several prograxns. Each program depends on input







Fi_ure 3.2: System Files
that the notation namen, i means that one filefor each token player isrequired)
!
test.net The net definition _le generated by GSPN. It contains the structure of
the net as well as the geo_aphical information for drawing the net. This Ele
iscopied from the users Petri net directory.,e.g., /greatspn/ne_s every time
b_d is run.
tesZ.n The net structure _le. Note that/rf_ildgenerates thisB.leevery time itisrun.
The filestores the most recent net to be built.
hostnarnes _' This _e contains the Internet host name and the host number (0
n-].)for each of the s token players.
!
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XCommand.i Contains the Internet address of each token player to connect to
the command sockets and the display socket.
X.Display.i Contains information about how the net has been partitioned. Also
contains hostna_mes and axidresses.
netn.i Sub-net definitionlieswith 'C' code initiali_tion of the data structures for
each token player.
netn.h Contains the sizesof net data structures for each token player (the number
of transitionsand local and global places).
interface_i 8 A library of routines to implement the interface to any machines
connected to the individual host computer.
tr..linksn.iI An initia£izationfie with pointer assignments linking transitionsto
the input/output routines defined in interfac_n.i.
tnamen.h These include filescontain the transition names and the transition in-
dexing number _t each token player. These numbers axe necessary, when the
transitions _re used for input/output. The filesmay be used a.sinclude lies
in the device driver prograxns so tha_ instead of looking up the indexing num-
ber of • transition at a particular token player (which may change as the
net is modified), the name of the transition may be used. This is possible
since tnamen.i contains _ cle_ine st,xtementssuch as _ cle:Eine T29_.__AT_0
2. Note that the symbols ,_. ! and ' axe chauged to _AT_, _OUT_ and _f/V_
respec:iveiy to conform to allowed "C" constant naming convention.
The designer is responsible for writing the filesmarked with * using a text
editor (likeEMACS or vi). These filescontain the information for connecting the
token players to any devices connected r,c_vhe;,rrespective host computers.
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3.4 A_si_aing Places and Transitions
_i_ distributes the Petri net _nto _ sub-nets based on the tran_tions that
axe prea_igned by the user in GSPN. To preassign a transition, the name of the
tradition is appended with @h where h is the host number. It is required to preassign
only the transitions that willbe enabled e.xteruallyor willexecute some command
since these win be linked to a 'C' routine in the file trJinka.c.
a,ssignwill firstread in the structural information fzom name.n. The places
and transitionsare assigned to the hosts by successively looking at each place to
count the number of dependencies to already assigned (preassigned) transitions.Ifa
place has only one host dependency, the place isIoca_,ifthe place has more than one
host dependency (i.e.,a place has an arc to transitionsresiding at differenthosts),
the place isglobal.
The una-_signedtransitions_ then checked to see how many dependencies
(i.e.,input, output or inhibitorplaces) ithas on each host. The transitionisplaced
at the highest host count.
The above two steps are repeated untilallplaces and transitionsare assigned
to & host.
The places thac are global become the global marking vector which is passed




The sub-net structure isstored in an array of transitionsin each token player.
Some of the key elements of the da_a structure are shown in table 3.1.
Each token player also has da_a structures for the local-a_d global marking
vectors. The local marking vector stores the marking of the local places at each
token player whereas the g|obal marking vector stores the marking of the global




Table 3.1: Data Structure in Token Players
flag immediate Immediate traJ_sition flag
flag timed Deterministic timed transition
int (=preprocess) () Pointer to procedure
int (*postprocess)() pointer to procedure
long LInputMask Input mask for local places
long GInputMask Inpu_ mask for global places
short LInputVector Local input incidence matrix
short LOutputVector Local output incidence matrix
short G Input Vector Global input incidence matrix
short GOutputVector Global output incidence matrix
short LInhibitVector Local inhibitor arc multiplicity
ishort GInhibitVector Global inhibitor arc multiplicity
structure a_o includes a mask bit for each place which is set when the place has a
token.
3.8 Petri Net Execution Algorithm
The token players are independent processes running on separate host com-
puters. Each token player executes a sub-l_etof the controller Petri net. The token
player willevaluate each trzmsitionsequenr.iallyand firethe ones that axe enabled.
Whenever a transition fixes,all transitionsaxe evaluated over again. This is per-
formed until no transitions can fire.The token player is then suspended until am
e=ernal event occurs. An external event includes a socket message from either
the command window, XCommand, the proceeding token player in the token ring,
or a socket message from an e.rternaldevice driver. This makes the token player
event-driven and helps reduce the load on the hos_ computer.
A watchdog timer also generates periodicaltime-out events in case the token
player should have los_ a socket interrupt.,which may happen when the host is
heavily loaded (in _he SUN Sparc Station ,'.sse).
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Each token player stores both a locM m_rking vector and a _ob_ x_rkmg
vector. Since the global marking vector is passed from token player to token player,
the transitions that are dependent on input from the global marking vector are
disabled when the global marking veczor is not av-dilable at that particular token
player. All other transitions at th_ token player may Rre if otherwise enabled. If a.
transition has an ouzpul: arc to a gtob_l place, the output tokens to the global place
are temporarily heid at the token player until the global marking vector ags_n is
available _t that token player. These tokens are then added to the global places.
Each token player is allowed to retain the gtob_l marking vector for • _'Lxed
number of iterationsof checking for enabled transitions. As soon as a.token player
has used itsquota, itmust be passed on to the next token player.
The token players are identicM except from the sub-net executed. Token Player
0 isa/so unique since it provides the server socke_ [or token player I, and waits to
open • client socket to token player r_-L A tol_en player has a simplified structure
which looks like the _ollowing:
• initialize sub-ne_
• ini_alize socke% co_uec_ions
• se% command _o HALT
• while command, no% STOP
• wa/.Z un%il even% occurs
• ge_:.even%() --- Read all soc..ke_s
• sv±_c_ (comma.rid)





: re- IzLi_ialize ne%
• close all sockets.
!
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tok.en..player is the actual subroutine that executes the net at each token player.
It ha_ a simplified structure
•while co.sand = RUN and ge__nex___ransi_ion() _ FALSE
• gQZ_even_ ()
• if _%-ansi_ion enabled
• fire the :ransi_ion
• sez even_fla 6 TRUE
• if global marking period expired
• release global marking vector _o nex_ _oken player
geIjze,.z_ra,s{t£o,z(]returns the nex't transitionto be checked. Ifalltransitions
have been checked to see ifthey can _re and none did, thisroutine willreturn FALSE,
thus causing the routine toke7,_;_la!/er()_o exitby releasingthe globa/marking vector
(iftoken player had the global marking wctor in the firstplace in this iteration).
The program isthen suspended until the next event occurs.
get_e_eT, t() iscalledto check the sockets in case a command, _he globa/marking
vec1:oror a device/river message isavailab[e.
A _ransitionischecked by enable(tr).This routine re_urns true ifthe transition
isenabled by having enough tokens in nilinpu_ places, not more than the a/lowed
tokens in the inhibitor p[acesand allexternal preconditions satisfied,fire(it)simply
removes the tokens in the input places,executes the postprocess, ifany: and deposits
tokens in the output places. The e_e_t__ag isset to enable _he token player _o check
alltransitionsagain.
3.7 Run-Time StrucSure
A sequence of programs mus_ be _rarzed to set up the DPNC correctly.The
requireraen_s are that.an X-windows server has one terminal connected to each hos_
18
computer. A 3 node controller topology is given as a_ example of the run-time
structure 06 a distributed Petri act controller in figure 3.2.
The X server may be a.uy one of the host computers, the only critical pa_ is
that the processes run on their respective hosts. The sequence of processes to be
staxted and which host te_'minalwindow to start iton isas follows:
HOST 0: Start XI)isplay by entering XDisplay. This prod-am will open
window on the X serverwhere the net willbe shown. X.Display then waits
for socket connecsions from each of the token players and the command
pro_am.
HOST O: Star_ token pla.ver0 by entering pn0.
HOST l: Start token player i by entering pnl.
HOST 2: Staxt token player 2 by entering pn2.
HOST 0: Token Player 0 isat this point waiting to connect to token player 2
to close the virru_ltoken network for_obal marking vector passing. By
entering a.nycharacter and pressing enter,token player 0 willconnect to
token player 2.
HOST 0: The finalstep isto start the command program. All other processes
axe now w_i_ing forthisprogrsxn to open _ socket to each o/!chem. Enter
XCommancl to startthe command program. A command menu willappear
soon as a.[lsockets axe connected.
After following the _bove sequence o6 starzing processes, the DP.NC would
have sever_l socke_ connections between the vaxious processes. These sockets axe
























Figure 3.3: Host Computers with Associated Processes
The names lis_edas each computer isthe [ncernet node name of the host computers







_ Token P_ye t
XDisplay
D Token Ring Sockets
Command Sockets
Display Sockets
Fi_;ure 3.4: Socket Communication Structure
Not shown in this figure are socket connectious to other processes tha_ implement the
device drivers as esch host. Typically, one _vould have two unidirectional socke_ for
each device driver. Since the number of de_'ices might be large, i_ would _rthermore
be sdvisable to write one device driver pro_rsm handling all devices.
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Figure 3.5: Command W'mdow
3.8 X Interface for Controller Commands - XCornrnand
The X interface to control the _ecution of the net is implemented in the
prosram XCommand. This program presents the operator with a menu (fig.3.4)
with 12 differentbuttons.
The buttons have the following effect:
Start Enables continuous firingof all enabled transitions at each token player.
Pressing the s1:az_,button aJso resets the transition firingcounter and the
timer showing how long since execution was staxted.
Halt Disables firingof alltransitions.The timer continues running.
Continue Enable continued firingwichou_ resetting the timer and firingcount.
Reset Resets the marking vecsor so the initialmarking vecZor. Should not be used
when the system isexecuting _ net connected to any resldevices.
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Quit Stops all token players and the interface programs.
Single-Step Toggles sing|e-stepping the firing of transitions. When $i_tgZe-Sl:sp
is enabled, only one transition a£ a time may ftre (if any enabled) at each token
player.
Fire Enables one transition to fire at each token player.
Display Stats Turns on the display of statisticsat each transition.
Rate/Times Fired Toggles between the running average firingrate of ea_ tran-
sitionand displaying the number of t.imeseach transitionhas fired.
Reset Stats The timer and the firingcount isset to zero.
Net Listing Dumps the current status of alldata structures &t each token player
to the terminal window where the token player was started (stdout).
XCommand seBds & command message to each token player and to the display





3.9 X Interface for Displaying the .'.Net- XDisFlay
.YD_spla_/isthe program used for showing (in near real-time) the fixingof the
net inan X-window. The net isdrawn a.sitwas designed in GreatSPN, thus ensuring
familiaxi_ywith the graphical representation of the net.
XD_spia!/is suspended until either a_leven_ occurs on the input sockets or a
one-second timer interrupt isissued. A socket message from any of the token players
or the command window c_uses _he program to wake up and read the sockets. A
socket message from a token player consists of a count of flow many times each





Host 0 : neptune
Host 1 : .oon
Figure 3.8: Display Window
Any transition ftring counts that ]mve changed since the last update cause
those particular transitions to 1)e hightighr.ed for approximately 330 ms. The pro-
_am is suspended for this time. but if"_ new socket message appears, the program
wakes up and services this. updating she display _ needed. The tokens axe drawn
in the center of each place a.s_ dot..[f there are more tha_ 4 tokens in • place, the
number iswritten directly for making itas easy a.spossible to read the marking.
When the net isexecuting, the elapsed time isdisplayed as well as the current
status of the DP.NC (running, halted or single-stepmode). Statisticsfor M1 tran-
sitions may be disp_yed next to each _ransition. The host names also appeax at
the left side of the screen. In _his case. l_os_ number 0 is :epl:_ne (one of the many
stellarnames used in the CIRSSE lab _e EPI) and llostnumber I ismoon (Interne_
node names may be written in full:i.e.aepzu._e.r_l..rpi.ectu).
The user may _elect which _ub-ne_ Io display by pointing the mouse in the
cl_play window and pressing the ch_acter 0 to to_le clisphtying the net on token
pl&yer 0. 1 will toggle the display of token player l's net and so on. G toggles the
disphzying of the global marking vector wherea- A will turn on the displsyin 8 of the
entire net if any nets _ turned o_.
3.10 'C' Lan_paage Implementation
3.10.1 Introduction
The entire controner is implemented in _C' on Sun workstations usin 8 BSD4.2
UNIX operating system. The following is s description o£ each module comprising
each of the main programs. A module is a fie with one or more subroutines, usually
logically connected.
3.10.2 net2n..rn
This program is listed in Appendix A.1. The program consists of the following
file_
net?n..m.e ._dl supporting subroutines axe found in this file. The program is com-
piled using cc only.
3.10.3 Assi_Fn
,4sszgn Appendix .%.2 contains the pro_am [is_ing for _sig-. A makefie rna.sg
is used for maAing the pro_am with the following supporting files:
assi_'n.c Main _s well as all procedures to manipulate and a_sigu the places and
transitionsare contained in this _le.
syserr.c This routine is called in most places where the program performs I/C).





The token player is compiled using the makefde _pn. The following support;
_les are used:
player.c The net execution routines as well as main(J axe implemented here. The
socket initialization routine is also implemented in this _e.
setbloek.c A routine to set or reset blocking of a fLle descriptor (a file descriptor
may point to a socket or a _le).
server_intr.c This Rle contains the routine used to set up a server socket (client
sockets connect to a server socke_) with an interrupt signal to be issued when
a socket message is received. This mechanism is used to wake up a program
that has been suspended.
intr_timer.c A watchdog timer isused to wake up the token plavers in the case an
interrupt islost.This sometimes occurs when the workstation isheavily used.
The timeout isset for 4 seconds when the controllerisnot used for simulation
(no timed transitions)and for 0.I second when there axe timed transitions.
cHent.c This procedure isused to connect to an already open server socket.
timed_trans..handler.c The routines used to handle timed transitions axe con-
tained in this file.These staxt and cileckthe timers for each timed transition
during net execution.
timer.c The system clock isinitializedand read using the routines in this file.
:crand.c This filecontains routines for random number generators and has been
obtained from the same source as set_n.c. The random number generator is
used for simulating stochastic _rin_ :irnesof exponential transitions.
event_andler.e _ernal communication with other token players and with the
command program is implemented here.
init_net.c Each token player executes a sub-net. These nets are defined in this
routine using an Luctude Me _e_ni which initializes the dat_ structures.
interface.c Device drivers are implemented in this routine.
dump.c The net Ikting is done by calling this routine.
3.10.5 XCommand
The command program is compiled using the makefile m_'c. The program is
compiled using the following support _es:
XCommand.c This file contains main() and the procedures associated with each
button in the menu.
setbloek.c, client.c, sy_err.e have aire_dy been described.
3.10.6 XDispiay
The net display program consisl;s of a large number of support flies for imple-
menting the X interface as well as routines to decode and display the P.ring vectors
received from the token p|ayers. The program is built using the makefile rrL\'d.
XDisplay.c This file contains main() as wet1 as routines to read the aet structure;
read and draw the geographica_ information and read the sockets.
Xdraw.c All primitive drawing routines are contained in this file. The sizing of
the window, symbol sizes etc. may be scaled by changing the constants in em







Xroutines.c Support: routines for initializing, opening and exiting X are contained
in this file.
stats.c The running averages are computed and displayed using routines in this
event_x.c X events (window size ChangeS. overlaps etc.) are handled by this routine.
timer.c, setblock.c, server_intr.c, intr_timer.c, syserr.c are described previ-
ously.
3.II S eu_m_ary
The inr, ernal workings of the DPNC have been described along with the Fries
and progrmns used in the controller. It should be noted that a large number of data
and program f'dem are generated. This allows not only for cual;om ta.iIo_ng of the
controller, but adso crea_es _ need on the designers pa_ to carefully document the




USING THE DISTRIBUTED PETRI NET CONTROLLER
4.1 Introduction
A successful implementation of the controller requires careful thought to how
the DPN'C interfaces to the real machines and devices it is supposed to control. The
Pe_ri net itself must _lso be designed to facilitate decentralized control. This chapter
discusses how the DPNC may be used and what issues need. to be a_Idressed.
4.2 Special Petri Net Design Considerations
The DPNC places a few restrictionson how the Petri net control logic is
designed. Firing order is aoe random, but each tra_n_itionis evaluated in a specific
order. Thus, ifthere is a choice place (one place isthe enabling input place to two
or more transitions),one transitionwill adways firefirstand consume the token(s),
thereby preventing the other transitions_rom firing.
Firing order isalsodependent on how the net ispaxtitioned and how the token
players are arranged. Since the global marking vector is passed from token player to
token player, the control logic embedded in the net must take the order of receiving
the marking vector into consideration.
Finally, the number of global places should be minimized. The best method
of doing this is to limit global places to represent only the exchange of information
or resources between different token players. The more global places, the more
transitions will be dependent on the global marking vector and the controller wiU
in effect become less decentralized.
..q
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4.3 Design using GreatSP1W
The b_is of any distributed controller is a Petri net model of the control logic
made using GreatSPN [2]. GreatSPN provides graphical tools to design and analyze
Petri nets on SI_-N work*rations using Suntools i.
It is also possible to obtain performance data for Petri nets. Information such
as transition Rring rates and token probability distributions will give the analyst
insight into the performance on the modeled system. This is of course only possible
if performance data are known for the individual machines and devices in the system
to be controlled. It is also possible to translate the GreatSPN fie to a SPNP[3][4]
file for further performance analysis.
I
!
4.4 Input / Output using the Controller
The DPNC facilitates I/O by [inking procedures to transitions. A transition
may have an enabling procedure and & firing procedure. The enabling procedure
(called preconclition) is a subroutine that returns true when a particular e.x'rernal
condition holds true. Conversely, the roLltine must return false if the condition
is not true. The subroutine is recommended to be short as it will be executed
every time the transition is otherwise enahied. It is therefore not advisable to use
precondition subrou=ine to directly query • device using sockets, as that would
introduce • 400 ms deiay for each query. T!le prefe_ed method is to use an e,x_ernal
program that sends • status change to the _oken player whenever • change occurs.
The precondition routine may then only ,:neck for a particular bit-pattern to be set.
The e_ernal program must commu_Lica_e with the token player using sock-
ets(fig 4.1). The socket mechanism allow_ _he token player to be event driven. The
token player will then be woken up whenever the device driver reports a chan_e in
status of • machine if the token player is _uspended.























To Output r.-_/ _ /
Buffer .,/..._'L-)piec e Made
Figure 4.2: Typical Use of Transition I/O
A design example for controlling the operation of one machine is shown in
figure 4_ where a machine is started when a workpiece is present and the _e
is testy. The machine is ordered to return to start position when it is finished
producing a piece. NoW the italicized strin_ next to the transitions represent the
precondition (.9 appended to string) and the firiug process (! appended to string).
This provides an easy method of labeling the transitions. Also note the 00 appended
to the transition names assigns the transitions to host number 0,
4.4.1 Inpu_ using Transitions -- Example
To implemen_ this interlace, a procedure for checking the machine st_us and






sw±1:= O:::ans_ o) {
c_e I :
i_ (M_STATUS[n, acb_._o] ka M..,ZtDY)
else _'e_'z_ 0 ;
break;
case 2 :











To link this procedure to the t_a_ition tl@O in figure 4.2, the line
Tz'aaai'cion[0] .precondi'cion ,, che_'ca'c_ ; should be added ha the file tr_/_n]m.i.
Tt_ line would a_i_ the pointer address to tha_ procedure. The number _signed
to the transition at each token player is found in the r, etn.i files. The procedure is
written as general as possible with K.STATUS being a. global array of status words
for all machines handled by the token player. K2D¥ and _I,-I)0_are constants with
the bit corresponding to that condition se_. It is assumed that another procedure
sets and resets these fla_ when appropriate. This procedure would be called every
time a mac2dne issued a status change socket message. A typical implementation
mi_t be :
$n_: b_[l.0], aread;
if (_.rea_L - reaxi(_o_kqrc, buzf,
syserr (" in..sockel:" )
_AI"USC b_[o] ] =b_[ _ ];
l,a_(_)) =-z)
The above code segment assumes that bu:_ [0] contains the machine or de-
vice number and bu_ [1] the status word. For ;t SUN workstation, this particular
implementation would aJlow status 32 bits per machine (since each in'c is a 32 bit
word). The designer may use several words per device as needed, thus e.xpanding
the number of bits.
4.4.2 Output using Transitions -- Example
To issue commands to devices, inter/acc.ccould contain a routine to issue
commands a.sfollows:
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case I : 1- --Machine number I =/
cu. :L : cored - 12; break;
case 2 : ¢omd - 14; break;
*oo









The pointers of each output tra_lsi_iort need to be initialized similarty to the
inpu_ poin_e_. In sddition so the procedures above, the procedure in_t.sock.e_ in








4.5 Building the Token Players
The controller design starts with the Patti Net obtained from GreatSPN. The
host dependent transitions axe assigned using the @host. convention. Driver software
for the specific devices must be added next in the file interface.c with appropriate
pointer links to the I/O procedures in the file trjin]¢sn.i. The final step is to execute
build, r_ame where name is the given ne_ name in GreatSPN.
4.5.1 Building a DistribuZed Controller
The DPNC is designed for distributing a Perri net over several host computers.
To facilitatethis, build willprompt the user for each host's Internet name. When
allhost na_nes have been entered, the user should hit rqrt:r_-_and bu{Id will then
proceed to make allfilesand executable units for the controller.
4.5.2 Building a Single-Processor Controller
The DPNC may also be used as a single-hostcontrollerby not assigning any
transitionsa higher host number than 0. Socket communication for passing the
globalmarking veczor willthen be disabled. All processes (token player, XCommand
and .'_'_Display)may then be run on one computer. The programs should be started
in the same sequence as listed in chapter :3.
4.6 Using the Controller to Simulate Petri Nets
To fa_:iH_ar.esimulation and verificationof a Pearl net model, it is possible to
J
use the controlleras a simulator. Immediate transitionsmay be converzed to deter-
ministic or stochastic using GreatSP.N{2! _vithfiringrates specifiedby the user. The
example used in the l/C) section (fig. ,t.'>lis shown in figure4.4 with timed tran-










Figure 4.3: Timed Transition Simulation
are the Rring razes assigned to these transitions.These reflectthe expected time for
the machine to go to the ready position and to process one piece,respec'_ively.
Note that when using the system as a simula_;or,alltransitionprocedure l_nks
must be commented out in tr..linknu.i_o disable using the device driver in_;er&ce
routines. The transitionsthat were made timed for testing purposes must be made
immediate when using the controlleragain.
4.7 Using the Controller
A few words of caution would be appropriate when using the controllerwith
any re_lmachines requiring fail-sMeopera_ion and emergency stop: Any emergency
stop must be imp|emented in hardware (i.e..killpower to electricmotors, engage





controller (or any other for tlmt nmtter). The controller introduces a lag of ap-
proximately 200 ms per token player in the token ring. Thus, any device requiring
immediate action when iim status change-4 should be implemented using local places
only. Transitions requiring the #ohm marking vector will experience the aforemen-
tioned delay before they may fire. Note that the socket mechanism may be modified
to use datagranas or raw sockets which are much fa_ter (there is very littM delay)
but do not have the TCP/IP delivery reliability.
The next chapter will describe one appllcation of the DPNC in controlling a
model of a robotic testbed for assembly of structures in space.
4.8- Summary
This chapter has attempted to describe interfacing the controller to an a_-
plication using sockets a_d dedicated driver programs that handle the physical in-
put/output signal. The uext chapter describes a test ca_ where these concep_





TEST CASE -- CIRSSE TESTBED CONTROLLER
5.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters described the internal structure of the controller
and how to interface itto exZernai systems. This chapter gives an example of how
to a_csuaJ.lycontrol a system usin_ the D PNC. The system chosen is the NASA
CIRSSE (Center for I.utellizentRobotic Systems for Space Exploraaion) tes_bed at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.The Pearl net model for the system isfound in [8].
To focus the design exarnp|e on the actualcontroUer and not the specificdevice
drivers for a_uy particular machine? severa_ DPNCs axe used; one acts as the central
controllerdistributed across three host computers. One DPNC at each host _ts as
a simulator and device driverof the machines and devices connected to the token
player at that particular host. These three DPNCs are single token players only?
executing simple Petri net models of the actual machines. F_gure 3.1 gives a picture
of thisse_:upwith the processes marked D_.viceDr_ver n representing single token
player simulators.
5.2 Dual Arm Tes_:bed
The system contains 2 PUMA robots, a mobile platform on which the robots
are mounted, a visions.vs_ernand 3 host computers forpath planning and generation.
•nd robot control. The host computers are _iedtogether via Ethernet. The purpose
of the testbed is t'orresearch of au_onomo,ls assembly of large space structures for
the NASA orbiting space station _Freedo,u".
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5.3 Petri Nets Describing the Testbed and SimuLators
The Petri net model of the testbed control system (figure 5.1) is partitioned
into three subsystems: Operator interaction and offiine path generation, vision sys-
tem, and robot and platform control. Each subsystem uses one host computer, a
SUN4, a 5UN3/260 and a SUN3/150 respectively. The transitions modeling each
subsystem are preassigned using the notation described in chapter 3 (appending Oh
where h is the host computer number). There are six global places: SUN4, OnLine-
Plan, OfflPredo ?. TrajS, TrajReq6 and TrajReqP. These places are shared between
transitions assigned to different host computers. The partitioning can be seen in
figure5.1 by studying where the transitionsare preassigned. The upper third of the
net executes on token player 0 and the middle par_ of the net (the vision system)
executes on token player t. The lower third of the net executes on token player 2.
To _Uustra.tethe use ofe.x_ernaldevice driverprograms, two or three stochastic
transitionsin each subsystem are modeled and simulated by the device driver/simulator
Petri nets at each token player.
5.4 Implementation of the Controller
The third token player, t:p_, willbe discussed as an example of how to interface
a token player to an a_:ual device. The ori$inalPetri net was modified slightlyto
facilitatecontrol of the devices. Three stochastictransitionsmodel the two robots
and the platform. T_3-T_.5. These were expanded from one transitioneach, to one
output transition to issue a start command, one place to indicate machine working,
and one transition to query ifthe machine was done (seefigure5.1).The transitions
were called T_Star_!@_ and T_Done ?@_ [ori = 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
The Star_!@@ transitionssignal to tl_edevice that the operation may staxL
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Figure 5.2: Simulator Petri Net for SUN3/150 Devices
5.5 Implementation of Simulators
To simulal:e the two robots and the platform, a simple Petri net was designed
and implemented as a single token player simulator at each host. For host number 2,
this net consists of 6 tra_nsitions _nd six places (figure 5.2). The tra_asitions T_S_art¢.
axe enabled by the s_ar_ signal t'rom she controller transitions described previously.
The transitions T_Done! signal to she co,ltrotler that the devices axe done. These
[*-tter transitions have stochastic firing r_t,_s modeling the time it takes to perform
the action.
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5.8 Discussion of'C' Code
Since four different DPNCs were used, three subdirectories were made under
the direc:ory containing the controller. Each subdirecrory contained one simula-
tor t_or one host. Appendix 8. contains li._ings of the code written to implement




Note that the code for the controller is numerated _ while the code for the
simulator isenumerated 0 in the appendix. The reason isthat the controllertoken
player isnumber 9, while there isonly one simulator token player at each host, thus
giving that simulator the number 0.
5.6.1 Controller Code
A briefdiscussion of the controllercode for implementing the interfaceto the
device driver/simulator is included here. For further information, please study the
procedures themselves.
tname2.h This fileisan include filecontaining the name of the transitionsof token
player 2 with the transitionnumber at that token player. By including this
filein the device driver program file.inter/ace_.i,it is possible to reference
a transition by name (which does not change), instead of by number (which
does change according to how the Petri net is partitioned and modified).
interfaee2.i The procedures for testing preconditions, for executing postprocesses
and decoding the input from the device driver are contained in this file.Also
note the procedure conflict_resolutionwhich returns true or false with the
probability given by the transition firingrate assigned in GreatSPN (note
this limitsthe rate number between 0 and I and isonly meant to be used for
immediate transitions).
trAinks2.i This file is the include file tha_ sets up the links for the transitions to
call the appropriate procedures described above.
5.{}.2 Simulator_: 2 Code
The simulator can easiiv be modified to interface with real machines. The
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Figure 5.3: Transition Evaluation Time
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A study of the time to evaluate a transition was done by executing several nets
on _-SUN Spare.Station ]..The nets were a_la sequence of places and transitions
with the firstplace marked with 100 tokens. The time to Rre all transitions i00
times was recorded axtd averaged over .3runs. Figure 5.3 shows how the i_ringtime
varies with the number of transitionsin the net. From 10 to 32 transitions,the
relationshipislinear. For more than 32 trar_sitions,the curve becomes steeper. The
reason isthat the data structure required r.ostore the token marking mask isa 'C'
Zon_ J.n_:which is32 bitslong. For more that 32 places,two words are required to
store the mask and this accounr.sfor the increased evaluation time per transition.
The controiler isvery CPU friendly.sinceitisevent-driven. The average CPU
time consumed a.sshowu by ps islessthan one percent. For thisnet, approximately




to the a_tua_ devices, and the command and status messages would also need to be
encoded for the particular device.
tnameO.h contains the transitiou numbers as discussed above. Note that assign
modifies the n_unes to conform with 'C' constant declaration rules (described
in the comment_ in a._sion.c).
interfaceO.i The procedures are the same as for the controller,except that the
transition names axe for the simulator. Note that the file../tname_.h is
J.ncZuded. This allows the procedure writing to the controllerto specify'which
transition should be signalledto by name instead of by number.
tr_linksO.i Same as above, but for the transitionnames of the simulator.
init_sockets O The socket initializationis differentthan for the controller token
player and thus listedin the appendix. This procedure belongs in the file
player.c.
get_event() Code for reading the socket to the controllertoken player isunique to
the token player and thus listedhere.
5.7 Socket Communication between Controller and Simulators
Each subdireczory containing a simulator has _ unique portnums.h Rle. These
fileshave socket port numbers For the simulators that axe differentthan the port
numbers used by the controller_oken players.
5.S Net Execution and Controller Performance
The controller was found to control the operation of the (simulated) devices
as planned. The system executed one tes_bed subtask in about 15.6 seconds using
the firing rates _ven in [8]. This is ve._" similar to the results obtained in [8].
5.9 Summary
A controller has been implemented for a robotic teatbed using • Petri net
model to _:_tate the control |o_c. Pe_ri net models of the machines ]_ve been
used to hnplement simu_tora for the same machines, thereby demonatrating the use





CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
6.1 Conclusions
A distributed Peril net based controller has been designed and implemented.
The major features of the system are:
1. Seamless in_egrstion of the controller with GreatSPN for generating Petri
net data 0.1es.
2. Use of generalized stochastic Pe_ri nets to Mlow pefformmlce analysis
using known algorithms and software packages such ss SPNP.
3. Dis_ilbuted processing fa_:ili_cing the concurrency and asynchronous
features of Peril nets.
4. X Window graphics used to displsy the actual execu_on of the net.
6.2 Future DirecZions
This project has attempted to address the basics of a Petri net controller
using as many available tools and programming standards as possible. Each choice
has then, necessarily,been a,compromise between speed of execution and speed of
implemen_z_tion. Speed of imp|ementat;ion has been prioil_izedin order to reach the
goals listedin c_apter 2 in a finiteaxnoun_ of time.
There axe s number of improvements that may be made to further enhance
the utilityand practicslityof thisproject. Among these are:
Token Coloration One imrnediate improvement would be to include colored Petri
nets. This would alsoincreasethe comp|e.,dtyo_ net aaalysis (since the co{ored
net would need to be unfolded).
4.5
46
Automated Startup Sequence This sequence may be automated so that the op-
erator only would execute one command, instead of 2 + 11-1 for an n-1 node
token player.
Selective Enabling/Disabling and Firing of Transitions A menu could be pre-
sented to the user where each transition could be disabled, enabled and _red
manually.
Improved File Naming Convention Data fies should have the Petri net name
included in the fileuame with filename extensions indicating what kind of
file it is, e.g. controllerI.dspy could be the initialization fie for the display
program for the Petri net controllerl.net.
Faster Socket Communication As it is now, a 200 ms delay is introduced by
each token player in the virtual token ring chain. This is due to the UNIX
scheduler which handles TCP/IP messages. The handler, or daemon, has a
turnaround time of 200ms. Other mechanisms existthat do not have thisdelay
(raw sockets and data_arus), but these do not have the guaranteed delivery
of messages that TCP/IP offers.
Using GreatSPN Layers It would be possible to use the [aver mechanisms of
GreatSP.N'. Oue possible 11sewould be to have the controllernet in one layer
axld models or"the devices in differentlayers. Simulations could then be per-
formed using GceatSPN or SPNP ['orthe entire system, and the controller
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'C' SOURCE CODE LISTINGS




echo "Dis_rri_,_=ed Pe==i Is= Con=tel Syszem"
echo
Tea= if a no= name has been puaed u an _m_
echo "U-,aqUas build <Pest± |e: lame>"
ezi=
: Tea: if :J_s f_e ezi:s
_h_a
echo "Pt_:i |e: $1 does no: exis:"
exl:
I Tee: if _:s_ea fLle exis:s, if no:, p:om_: So= new file
echo "O:a-zen: hos_"Amse aussi_mm=s aze :"
c&: hoa_nales
echo
echo '*_i: <Re:_Z_> 1:o keep curren: assi_en_s"
echo "or on:at --ew i_LTorma:ion a: _he promp="
echo
else
echo "Hos:_ame "._e de_lL_:io:us does not exis:"
echo
:i
echo "En:er hess in_orma:ion iu :he follouin_ forma=:"
echo "0 name <Ke:uzn> /- For hoe: 0 /-"
echo "1 name <_e:_':> /,, For hos_ I /'"
echo " . "
echo " . "




echo "_os_::_ame Shoe:no :"
rea_ _np
if C "S_p" _= .... ]
_hen




un:_l C "$_-_p" : ....]
/: For _he last hoe: /-"
/* To s:op or keep cuzTen: values/-"
4')
40
echo :lMasl::a $inp >> Mes_iaaes
Mosrt:_o=' _ J_osl_o ÷ 1 '













8 Con.ve._'_ .ne'C fi_e 'co .n f4'le
echo






c:_: :es_:.T,e: I ne_: ¢'m- > l:es:._,




echo "CompilA=_ X_splay se:ve: ..."
: Cc_pile XCoa_aad pz'os_an
ecb.o





echo "Co_pilA_ :oMen pl&Te: $I ..."
c_,= mus_e:__l&Te=. _' >> pl&Tez'._
mike -_ :pn
Iv pn ._n$i








A.2 .e_n_m -- F_tracting the Net Structure
/mllmmallaulalsm_.l_l_llssillIllmtlat_slmssamltsIImaIIssts_.tls.881_sen_m_
!1 l
• GS: A Gene=a.lized, s=ochu¢£c pe_z'i -e¢ SJ_ala¢o= *
• VO. 01 llarch 1989 J_Lcw Ionccyk (a_ntunh. cs. cmu. odu) •
• Caraegie-Ne_.on U_ve:ri'¢7, School of ¢ollpuCez' S¢i,mce •
• Schenley P_.rtP, pic-CsburSh , p& 1S213
II ell
• ](OOZF'_XI) I/3/91 by 1¢1e BJsm_s TO acmmodxCe iaJ_bi'co= azc: of •
• mu.l.cip_.c_.:? S:-e&ct: T_ma_ 1. •
_ lllllll III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IMIIIMIII IIIIIIIIiIIIIIIIIIIIII I lllllllll I M I I I I III I IIII lqllll ]
/* Conw_ms Gr_¢SPl's nem-f_'tes Lul:o • mo3:e ruona_le +ormaT */
t:Luclude <s-_l_o .h>
lr,de_ ine TI'T_ I1Q[
Sd,di.ue TI'T._D:
#de'Z_ue T'/'T_Dh'l"






















/" • place is... */
/* list oZ places -/
/m • T_i¢ion is... m/
/m _a_bl_g dependen¢_ -I
/- param.cers -/











/e read • neCwc_k e/
=eKie,4¢ Lu= i. j ;
:i._= ,,_G&, k, i, m:
re_i:lCez S_rA'_C_ pla_e.li_ *¢;
b_ I:_o24], _=p[lo=4] ;
whA%e (g,ms (t_x_) )
i_ (_[o] -= ,I, _ b,_[1] == o)
b=e_k;
]* sk_Lp l_eamble */
C!ge=-,.Cb..'£) II S != sscaaX(_, "_.,s_d_", ,',,.HI[, *,,.PL, ,-,_&T,
am_TX, *m__l) II n__¢ < 0 I1 n_PL < 1 II n.&T < 0 I! n_TX < 1
II a._ < O) ,x_("So_ p, caae=e=s"):
/- a._oca=e s¢o=age "/
¢¢ Cn__B[) NAI.ILS = (s==uc= pazam,¢_ *)
nm._locCn_P_ " si=eo_Cs_'_c¢ pmrame_er)) ;
J._ (n_&T) B.AT'E.S= (sc'=uc= pazame=.¢ *)
maZloc(n..KT - s_ceofCs_ruc_ pamamecer));
PLACES = (s=ru¢=. place *) maA2ocCn_PL * siz,ofCs1:ru_ place));
TIM,ISZTIOIlS = (s_ruc_ c=mi_ion *)
Zor (i = O: _ < n_ffi[; i-_.) { /* read =¢rk-pacamec,cs */
(!_ecs(bu_)) ,rrO*Prmmcc=e end o¢ +ile+');
L¢ (2 != secanCCbu¢, "_.sY.%¢", _=p, a(_C_.de¢Ic)))
exc("PaA'am p_obl ,m') ;
s¢_pyCI_kBX.5[i_.name = (cbaZ *) .m._oc(s_'_lcmO_mp) + 17, _p);
}
fo= Ci = O; i < n.PC; i++) { /* read plm:es .1
i_ (tKe'l:s(b_=:l;))e=':("P_m%'=_e end o_ _ile**);
ix (2 != secaa_(bu_, "_._", cap, a(PLAC_SCi].coXeM)))
e=T("Placs def pcobl_m"):
s=rcpy(PLACZS[i] .name = (cha_ ") =m._oc(s_=len(_p) + I), =_p);
}
Cot (i = 0: i < =__T; i _') { /* read race-pa.1:_uaece=s */
i_ (! _e_s(bu¢)) er_("Prmc_e end o_ _ile") ;
if (". != sscanS(bu_, "_.s_J", ==p, _(_TES[i_.d¢_l_)))
e_='("Paxam problem" ) ;
s_cpy(_tT_Ci].name = (chaz ") ma_loc(s==len(_mp) + 1), _p);
¢O= (i = 0; i < n_G2.; i++) I* sWip goups "/
iS (!_ecs(buS)) err("P.-emac=ze e-d oS _i!e'*);
_o= (i : O; i < -_T_; i++) {/" read c=ansiCions */
i¢ (!sees(bur)) ez-_(*'Prmc=.¢e end of ells") ;
if (S != ssca=_(buf, "_.=%_.d%d%d", crop, a(TP.A]SXTI0IS[i].ra¢e),
I(TKAISI'T!OMSCi] .dep), _k, al) [I i < t)
ez'A'.("TraJ_sl¢zo- des problem" );
svi_ca (k) {
case 0 :
TXAiS'rT:011SCi._. cTpe = TTY_EXP:
break ;
c_e ! :
TKA_SZTZO_S_i] .cTpe - TTY_Z_:
break ;
case L2T :
.TKAISZT'.n_s[i]. cT'pe = TTY_DET:







ex'c("tTm,.k_ow's. _ansi_ion c',I'p.") ;
}
s_rcpy(TEAlSITIOiSCi] .mane = (_ ") ,,a._ocC_mrleaC=,,p) + Z), rap):
TRASSITI01SCi3 .inp_s = O;
_DJ]STI"_Ows Ci.1. ouvpc-, = 0;
_AiSTA'IQ]IS Ci_. Aa_ba = o;
:_or (j = 1; j--;) { /,,. read iapu+a ,,,I
i_ (tgecs(b_u'C))ex"A'(""Px'ema+c_.ce end o"Jt file");
i_ (3 _= ,,,,ca=_('b_, "%ct%d.%a". ark, al, a,.,.) II _k I I --i < 0 II 1
>- __PL II m < o)
err("Transi¢ion inpu¢ de_ problem");
i_(k < O) k = -k;
,u._.l,(k--) {
c->aez'_ = TR_|SZTI_IS (L]. inp_a ;
T&LISZTTnis Ci_.inp_:8, = c;
}
vb.tl e (m--)
i._(!geca(b_)) ez'r("_mm_e end of f:L_e'*);
/,,, skip geo-ia.<o -I
i_ (!ge¢sCbu._))ex-x("PcemaC_.ce end o_ f41e');
L¢ (A != sscaa_ (_n_, "_.d", _) II X < Z) ,¢_(_ output probl--");
_o= (j = _: j--: ) { I- =ead euupuzm ,,,I
if (!gecs(b_)) ez-_("PTumaCureend of file');
i_ (3 != sscan_Cbu_, "Y_7_7_I",art.al. m) 11 ,I,II --i < 0 II 1
>= __PL I I = < O)
ex'x("T_anaiczon output dec problem");
L_(X < O) k = -._:
whale (_--) {
c = (s_:m-_c': place_lis_ =) _loc (s_zeo_(s_muc_ place_l±s=));
c->pl = tPLACES_I_ ;
=->uex'c = TRJ_iSZ'_OiS Ci].oncpcs ;




/I' _$p geo-i._o =/
_or (j = X; j--:) { I- _,M L_ibi_= -I
L_ (!ge'cs(bu.¢))ez'z'("P:cma'_._eend o¢ _ile");
(3 != ssca_zC(bu¢. "Y.dY.dY.d", _J¢. =I, _) It _k I I --Z < 0 II 1
>= n_PL t l ,,, < o)
ez_("Transi=±on L_zibz= de_ p_oble_") ;
/= -- _OD_F_CAT__O| IJSE_TED _ERE =/
,,,Ale(X--) {
: = (s:=uc: placm_lis_ -) malloc (sizeo_(s_'A-u¢_place_li=¢));
c->?i = tPLAC-'--S[I];
c->nex¢ = TR_JSZTIOIS [i]._J_ibs ;
}_SZT'ZOII$ [_. _bs ,. '_;
}
/e -- _ _ 14OI3_F"ZcA'r'zoll
C]c) {
= (a_m-_c=pLace_lis_ *) ua.l,3.oc (sizeo_(s_m_zc=_lace.li=rc));
_:->p.l. • a_r._czs_] ;
=->ue_ = TLI_SITIOIS [_. _mJ_bs;
TLILIlS_"T_ONS Ci._ • _h_bl _s _ ;
}
./
vh/le (m--) /- skip seo-in_o */
if (!geua(_)) er_("_ema'--areend o_ file"); _ }
_z-=(s)
{





regis=_ i== _., j;
reKis_er sl:z-_cc place_lis_ .r_;
/= pa:_._u_e &,Izbate */
for (i = O: i < ,,__: i-_')
pr_a=_ ("PA_ V_ _.lOe;_a', KAPJ_S[i_.nane, NJ_KKS[i_._efl=);




i_ (j >= a__K)
er=. ("_:_e_a_ paz-_..e=er _obZ-=");
pr..==," ("PT._CE %s _s= %s:\a', PY.._C'ES(_ .aBe, l_kaX_(j:] .nine) ;
} else
pr'u= _. ("PLACE _.s _arks= 7_;\n", PL_CES_i_.name, j);
}
_or (i = O; i < a_T_; i+_) (
i2 (TI%ANSITIGIS[i] .raze < 0) {
j = -0.5 - TR4_SITI_IS[i].ra=e;
(j >= a__T)
erA'. ("._a=e parameter problem" ) ;
pr_at_ ('_%A|S '_s %.s rate= 7._, cLep= 7,d : ", TR4JSITi0|SCi3.na_e,
.=_pes (TR4_SITI0WS[i].=ype], &_TE_[j3.aaae,
T'&JOI'SI'TZOIS _i]. cLep) :
else
prin=_ ("TEAMS ?.s 7.s =are= 7,e, dep= Y_ : ", TEA_SITIOIS_i] .name,
_-_ _=ypes[T_SITI01S (i].=ype], TRJ_SITI0_S(i].r_=e,
TE_SITI01S Ci] •dep. ) :
_or (_: = TRAlSITIOIS(i].inp=s; =; _: = =->nez'c)
pz-_nt:_ ('%= ". "c->pl->ua.me);
pr_.='c:_ ("!7_ ", _->pl->ua_e) :
prnz_ ( .... >") ;
_or (= = T_SITIO|S_i] .ou_:ptz: _: _ ,, _->uer=)
pr."..a,t_ (" %s". =->pl->uame);






A.3 a_ign- Place and Transition Assignment
A.3.1 ma._g: Make file for a._ig.
_NJ _Mdce file for assi6n
EXEC= assi6n
==










== Coapile & link
$(EXV.¢) : $(0B2EC'L_)
¢c $(O'Y..ACS) -o $(EIlc) $0182ECTS) $(LT.IS)
End of mote file
A.3.2 =._sign.c- 'C' pro_Tarn Code
=include <s_dio .h>
ginclude <s_rlng .h>
ginc!ude "s ize_ limits, h*'
_inclnde "_e2s. h"
_e2ine LOIIGSI'ZZ s_.eo_( long ) = 8
in_ longsize = L_NGSIZE;
s_ru¢-- _r { /* -- Hold_ info on _ransi_ion=
c_v naaeC _ ];
unsA_a_L assz_n_L : 1 ;
_loa_ _irmng_._a_e ;
cb_r _TveC _AXLEN ];
in_ host ;
long L/n_u_MaskC _ZTE_S / LOIGSZZE + _ ];
long GInpu_HaskC EkXT2.&iiS / LOIGSIZE + I ];
) T[ _AZT_AaS ];
./
s:z_¢l: pl _ /= -- Place i_o
¢_:az uaseC _ ];
mss£_ecL ustpqxl : 1 ;
:zm*_i _toba3 : 1 ;
_,,1: hoe:;
} PC ]u,.z'rzaxs l;
o/
./
is: uai_,_l,.p.Lacu : O, usi&_l,__z-_u : O;








_ea_bs "..he i_pm: :i_o and s_a_s each Li_o to de=ox'mi_e i._ _ i:l a
::a_s_:ioa o: a p_¢o. The _..u_o _s :hen uax_i :o :he roapec:±vo
az-=aTs T and P :or each o_emem:. The "_os_nane :_.%0 is road. and
_he _=.'1_o_s p_aced in _he 3 a='_ay.
vo i.d.
r,_o()
':'7_oC s ], -9i, *92;
•s==:_z(), -s_:':o_() :
p_;lO : "___.0 : O;
vJ_.Zo ( _ge_:s( "_'Z, s:Lzoo_( b_:_ ), in_: ) )
sscu_( bu_. "Y.s", _enp ):
L_ ( !s_CrC=.l=( _:emp, '*PL,kCTM ) ) I* _ PL4.CE L_o is road m/
<
sacan_( bu_, "%=o_L_.*s%d", =oag_, mark ); /,, -- ge_ naae k u.rkin_,,/
_o:( _ : O; ( PC p.so ].na=oC i ] : _l_C i ] ) !,_ '\0'; i_-_ );





PC p_no "1.hosl: - -1;
p_no-_;
}
e.lH _ ( !sl:_c::cp( cGp, "TB_SS" ) )
{
/e _ :='ansil::Lon e/
ssca_( bu_, "%*sZsZsZ.s_', cap. type, az:=. );
/1, -- _.c a.uy ho8_ usi_mcm= -/
TC c_no ] .usign_ = 0;
(s=:':'_:( crop, '¢' ) )
{
_o=( poe : 0; _p[po.] !,, 'q, ; poe++);
:o: ( i : _= + _, j = o; (:_p2C j] - c_[ i]) ,= ,\o,;
j,_-, i_ );
i: ( sacan._C c_p2, "Y_i',ti ) !:-i )
{
T[ c_no ]._,oe= : i;
T( c_,,o ] .usi_ed :, _;
an si_ed__:aaz_-_-;}
}
s_':=py( T[ c.no ].nme, camp );
_._ ( !T[ c_no ] .auigned )
T[ c_no ].ho8_: : -1;
s=rcpy( T[ c.no ].type, cTpe ):
T[ c_no ] .:_:_M-:a=- = r_:.;
/1' -- Gec _pu_ dependencies -/
91 = sc=c_( bu_, ':' );
p2 : bu_;
poau : pl - p2:
/- -- Copy _,, _ependency pare o5 bu_ */
for (i - po,, ,,. _., j - 0; ( cea.pCj] = b_C._ ) '= '-'; i'_"_, j'_.- );
c,mpC j - z ] = '\o,;
d_no : 0;
_u.h_no = O;
scrcpy( :rap2, s=z'_o_( cup, " " ) );
if ( pl = s=:c_.c( camp2, ,!, ) ) /s -- L_hibicor axc _oun_ */
{
:or (i = 1, j : O; ( =_pZC_] : c_p2Ci] ) != '\0';
i÷÷, 3"_) ;





_or( ; ( p_ = s_o_( _I_.T.,, " " ) )
!= '\0'; )
{
/= -- Ge= ree: o5 _pu:s */
:::¢py( Cemp2. pl );
=_ ( pZ = s_:cbX( cemp2, '!' ) ) /* -- Znhibi=or axe _ound
:or (i = :, j = o; ( =e_Cj] = =_2C_ ) .=' '\o",
_÷+, 3+_-);





s_:=cpy( T[ :__o ]. __4epC d._o 3. =_p2 );
d__.a,+;}
}
/* _ GQI: cml_al: Clel:_m4,mc:iu */
pl = s_zc_( b=_, '>' );
p2 • bu._;
poe • pl - p2;
/• -- Copy o1:1:dep¢=da©7 _ ot tm_ *I
_or (i • poa ÷ _, J • 0; C .spCj] • b_[_ ) := ':'; i_-_. j_- ):
=_pC .1 ] - ,\0,;
4_no • O;
s==cpy( T[ c_,,o ] .ou=.depC __,,o ], s1.':-=ok( :emp, " " ) );
:o:( ; C pl - s1:z':ok( /_T.I., " '* ) )
'= '\0'; d.no+_ )
s::c_y( T_ l:_ao ] .ou=_ciep[ d._=_ ], pl );
_no.,.-*.;
i: ( =_no • _Z_34JIS II p_no > )UZTL_S )
syse:=( "_ecomp_, vi=h lazge= _L3_ES cou_aa=" );
}




ub.tle ( :ge=s (b_, si,'_.o:( bu_ ), hoa_."Z ) ){
=,mP[ o ] - '\0':
ssca_l_( bu_, "/.dYe", _h__o, =enp );
s_.=c1_( _[ _ ] .E_S13J.'_, =_p ):
__ao++:}

















Tie places and _::_si_io,,s az, usi_d :o :he hos_: by _.s p:'oceduze
b 7 :n_ccessiveI7 loo_=_ a: ,&cJ_ pL1x:e Co co_: • o: _ependecies
:o a._eldy assispxed (p:uusi_p_ed) ::a--si_iozm. Z_ =he=e is one
depende_cT. =he place is local, i¢ _er, _s more =ha= one. _Jxe place
is globa._..
T_. uausi_ed _nasi:ions a:, :h.n _*cXed _o see _oe mm T _,pa_ea-
ties £_ hu on eac_ hoe=. "_e :.-'a_si:_on is place(I, a= _e _._zes
hos_ cm=.tl_.
The above =vo s=eps axe repea_:ed un=il all places _ ::ansi=ions are
usi_ed =o & ho8=.
void _si_()
{
J._= _o8=.comu_:[ )U,¢HOS¢ ];
J._: p, _:, _:=p, i, :o.d.ep;
BGOLEAI done :. Fk£._E;
/8 -- Co..u¢ • ot =e2eEeaces co toss: 8/









/* -- Fo3: eac_ place, see _ i_ is _zee, L< so, co.== I o_ dependemcies
on each hoe= and usi_ i= _o _o8= sigh h.£_es¢ coun_ e/
_o¢ ( p - O; p < p__o; p+-* )
( !P[ p ].a#si_i )
{
_o:: ( = : O; _ < _.no; =*+ ) /t -- For all _'anai%ions */
{
/Q -- C_ec_ _ p is an mpu_ dep_ad_uc7 */
_o: ( i : O: s_:=cnp ( T [ _ ].i-,.dep[ i ], "" ): i++ )
( !s==cap ( PC p ].name, T[ : ].Lu_depC i ] ) )
ho__comn=[ T[ _ ] .ho,,'c "I.,,..,;
/e -- _e_k i_ p is an out'pu_ .dependency */
_o= ( _ : O; s==cap ( T [ _ _.ou=_dep[ _ 3, "" ); i*-_ )
C !s=:=_p C P[ p ]._.aM, T[ : :].ou=__r i ] ) )
b,ow'c_cou.:[ T[ _ ] ._ow_ ].+-.*:
/e -- C:hec.Jr.i,,,e p i,z an i,u.bCb"i'co:= dmpea_d._nc7 e/
_o_: ( i = o; sm:c:p ( T [ = ].i_ibi_:[ i ], "" ); i_+ )
i_ ( !sl:::_ ( PC p ]._me, T[ = ].i_bibi=[ i ] ) )
}
}
/" -- Co_n,= S o_ occurrsnce8 ot each _T;msi_ion Co place =he
place zc _J_e _oa: vi_Jx _e -,,81: depende.=iu e/
_ut9 = O;
_o_ ( i - O; i < Ix_no; i_-_ )
{






sumach ( no_dep ) /- -- Check i_ place is a dependen: o:_ .. */
£
case 0 : /- -- 0 _ransi_lons -> f_ee place =/
bz eaX:
case I : /- -- Transitions on i hoB= -> local place -/
_C p ].has= : _=p;
az=i_ned_places-_-;
PC p ].assi_ed : I;
br eaJc;
de_au_ : /- -- T=aJ_s_ions on > 1 _,o8_:s -> _-obal */
P_ p ]._lobal -- _:
PC p ]._os= : -t;
u-_ i_ned_places++ ;
PC p ]._si_;ned : :.; } > }
/- -- Tot each _.-ans=ion, _eck i_ i_ assi6n_i, i_ :_o_, coup= • o:_
depen_ecles and assi_1 i_ _o _he ho8¢ vl_h _he hi_e8_ couJ_¢ -/
for ( = : O; = < __no; _*+ )
{
i: ( !T[ _: ].assigned )
{











:o: C p =, 0; sc:czp ( :C c ]._:..4_C p 3 , "" ); P_ )
:oz- ( i- O: 4. < p.no; i++ )
C !s.,_a_p ( TC : ]._.ctmpC p 3, pC i].nan- ) )( PC :L ].umLped IrdcPC_.korc > o )
/* -- Fo= ea,c.h, ou'C'pw: 4,eIpudacT, cmw,'C It o'_ c4",u on. kos'c */
_o= C p = 0; s_-czp C TI: : ].ozc.d_pC p :], "" ); p_ )
:_o= ( _ = O; :L < p_no; £_. ) _ _
i:_ C !sl:=cnp C TC c ] .ou'c_dmpi: p ], PC :I. ] .use ) )
( PC i "l.us_u_t sz PC_ ._..c >= o )
hos:.cmmcC PC :L "1.J_orc ]++;
8 o_ 'C:Lme8 oa kos'c *//- -- Fo: _ _.a/_b:L'Coz' dmp_adqmc7, count
_o: C p = 0; s_-c_p C TC _:].£ui_.b:l.=C p ], "" ): _ )
_o:: ( i. = O; _. < p_no; _.++ )
_,-_ ( !s:=c=p ( TC : ].:Ln_b'_'c[:P ], PC i ]._n. ) )
_.:_ ( PC _. ] .usilPs_! sz PC_ .kos= >: 0 )
b.orLco_a':C PC _. ] .hos_ ]..M.;
crop = O;
_o= C i • O; _. < k.no; _.++ )
{
crop = _.;
bos'c_coun"c( +. ] • O:
}
Tl: c ] ._os= - :rip;




( ( u#_lLp_.:.cn >- p..:o ) II_ {usilp_L.m )t" =_no ) )
dome : T1U_;
T_e Sder_,,e s'CzCmmenC:s _a:: e&c_ cokm_ p:l.&y_ is gene:_:ed _,, _h_s
pz'ocednze b7 counc:_a_ : o'_ ].oca.1. znd. g.l.obx.Z, pl&ces zncL • o_
ml
=/
C _. ]. 30_TP._llSTTZOIS+_;
_o: ( 3 = o: j < p.no; j++ )








xl:: i ] .LaCU.___SZ_ • mC i _ .u_c,u,,_P_css /
lon6s_e + 1;
_or ( :i. = O; i < p_no; i++ )
i:_ ( pC i ]. g:].ol_._ )
G__FT,4,CES._.;
/0 -- Court= I o'_ ip_.olm_ place8 0/
GLaBM.,_IU.TK_SIZE = GLI_BA]r.,.PT..4,C'ES/ Iongsize ÷ 1;
So:: C i " 1; i < h.no; i-M- ) /t -- Assii_ homes */
s_'=cpy( H[ i ] .._P,V_ILIIS, IC i. - i ] .HGb'TIJJIK );
s_'_y( _tC i - I _.C'-.Im_aJG, H[ i ].IOS'X3JJ_ );
}
s.=:cpy( Hi: 0 _ .SEB,VEHAXE. H[ _..,,_ - : "I.3OSTI_UIE );









The i.U:l!oz3_:io- genez"a:ecl by _ll..hos:O is uz-i:'_a "co :he nerc<i>.h
cLe'Z:i:d.:ion +_.e8 So:: camp_l-:ion o_ :okem pla7ezs.
void
_±l:e_de=s()
F_:LE --tp, _'op_() ;
/* -- V=i=e i_i_ializ&:ion fo_: ZCo_-=and cli_n= -/
:prin:_( :, "ZCo_.i" );
is ( ( _p : :open( :, ',v,, ) ) :, _ )
STSeZ-:( "_open lCo_u_i.i" ) ;
+p_a=:_( +p, "_'_\n", h_no );
for ( i : O: _ < h_no; i++ )
fpr';...=::_( "_p, "%s\n", It( i ].HOST_ME );
_pr_=_:( :_p, "_.s\n", H[ 0 ].EOS_I_d4E );
close( fp );
/= -- Vri=+ ini=ializa=ion for IDisplay server */
spz_n=:_( f, "IDisplaT.i" ) ;
i:_ ( ( _p : fops-( _, '._' ) ) :: JUT.L )
sTse_z'( "_rr_-=s IDisplay.i" ) ;
/* -- Prin= = o_ =ok_n players */
fpz-_n_f( fp. "?,d. ", h_no );
I- -- P_in_ = of &lobal places -I
fprin¢'Z ( fp, "T.d. ", GLOBAL.PLJ, CES ) ;
fp::_,,=:_ ( fp, "T.d ", p_-o ) ;
_pzin'_:_( :_p, "7.d\n", _:_,to );
_or ( i : O; _. < h.no; i++ )
fprin_ ( _.p, "T.s ", _C i ].HOST_£ );
fpr_n_ ( fp, "7_ 7.d_n", H C i ] .L_3C_L__-ACE_, H C i ].IG_TE_ISIT_0NS ):
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}
_o_ ( i = O; i < p._; if+ )
_or ( i = O; i < _._; if+ )
/,_ -- |o:e - ImXe room for _Jl. axes ,,,/
c.los,( _p );
/- -- Vri"c. ne'P.<i> .h de+4--'i1:ion f_.les for c_"ta'cion o_ cokes, playez'-, */
for ( i = O; i < 'h no; i+"<- )
,C
s_-L_c-Z ( _. -_,=_._", i ) ;
if ( ( _9 " _op,m( f, '.w,. ) ) ,.. _IL )
sysez_( "_op,m" ) :
fpz-_n_:_( _p, "_de_s\_HOS'rlJJ_\_\"%s\"X_", K( i ] .HO_U_¢ ) ;
fpz-iu=f( _p, "_4_o\=SOS_IO\=_d_*', i );
_priu=_( +p, "_de_me\=lO_HOSTS\+_d\_", t,,,_=,o );
fprin=f( _p, ":def_e\=_I_r_lJJ_\=\"%s\"X_", H( i ] .CLIEITIJXE );
f_C'i_=f( f!_, *'II(II_III\=_I[ILVII_II31][\_\"_f,I\"\IM '' , _( i ] .S_t_UIJJ_ );
fpz_u=f ( _p, "_d.fin.\=_0ST0|X_E\=\"7_\"\n", X( 0 ] ._05TIJ_E );
fpr_.u_:2 ( fp, "I_Iof_,,e\_:_C__PI._C_S\=Zd_", E( i ] .IJ3CLL_PL_CI_S ) ;
fpz-_:f ( _p, "ldef_,,e\=10.TB_lSlTI0|S\=_l_", [[ i ] .10_TR_lST_01S ) ;
_pr_,,_f ( _p, "Ikte_z_e\I:GLDBLL_MJ3K_SZ2:[\_:7_", ;LDBIL.RI._I_SZ_ ) ;
spr=.n_:f ( f, "u_¢7_. _", i ) :
fpz_..n=f ( _p, "_def_eX__\=\"%s\"_", Z ) ;
spr_u=f ( f, "_z.liaXsld. i", i );
_"pri_=fC _p, ',_<lef_,,e\=r-'r_\=V'%.s\-X=-, f );
sgr_=f ( _. "in=_zcsld.i", i );
_:_-.z_=f(Ip, "+mle_,,e\=l)_\_\-_F,a\-X_-, _ );
_It (iuO)
::p_:.n_:f( fp, "_de_me\_BOSCO\_Z\n" ) ;
clo_.( _p );}
/- -- Vri=e 1:uame<i>.h defini=ion files for ob=ainin_ 1:he number of each
_ra_si_ion &_ each hos_ -- rill _spla¢o all =u=_isEcsr a_ di_i_s vi_h
_AT_ for =, __]_ for 7, a_cL _GOT_ for !. LlI oEher chaz_c_ers aze
:eplace_ =i_h _. Thls _Xss 1:he _d_fi_e _el legal ill 'C' ./
for ( h = O; _. < _,__,o: _- )
spr:.n=_( f, "-+name_._._", _ );
if: ( ( fp = fopen( =, "_" ) ) == _ )
sysez='.( "_open" ) :
I:_CO_DI: = O:
for ( 1: = O: _ < 1:.,_o; :_- )
{
(
fpr_==_. ( _:p, "_<te_=.\=") ;
for (i : O: (¢ = T_:_.=amo_i]) !: '\0'; if+)
I
i_: ((c >'= 'o' _ c <= '9') II (c >- 'a' II c <= 'z') II









cue 'e' : _'l=i._:_(_'P, "_AT."); l=u.lc:
cue '?' : _pr:i.a._'ZC_'p, "_331"); _ea.lc:
}
}















The init_aAAza:ioa code (i._ '¢') im geaer'A=ed u iaclude _iles +or
eac_ _o_en pl=ye=. The ez_eaded iacidea©e _atx-J.xis &au_"_tacL,
uam_ _:o eac_ _=an_itio_ the i_: a_ eu_: a_cs. The
local urk_z_ recto= is geaez_e_ and _e_ _STO toke_ playe_,




/" -- Y.u.itiaAi=e all mu_ks ./
{
_o= ( j = O: j < (tat) _ / loa_size + _; _++ )
<
T C _ ]._Input_a_k[ j ] = O:
r[ _ ]._:=pu=_k[ j ] = o:
G_pu=Man_C j ] = O:
LLuput_aak[ j ] = O;
}
}
/- -- For each hos_, make include _ile _et<_>.i _or i_it.¢ _,/
_or ( _ = O: _ < _,_:_o; _+-_ )
if ( ( _p = _o.oeu( _, "r' ) ) -= _ )
sysexT_ "_open" );
I- -- For each _x-a_sition, i_i_ize input incidence m_t%'i% ./
_ = O:
_or _ i = O: i < ___o; i++ )
<
i_ ( T[ i ].hoe: == b )
<
_prmnt_( _p, "st=cpy( T=ans%tio-[ T_i ].=a_, \"Y._\" );_n",
_, T[ i ].--..e ):
.*pz-.=_:( _p, "TraasitioaC _i ] ._i=ing_=_te = %_:_,',
_, T[ i ]._IzinS_=ace );
:.-eC !s===ap( TC i ].:ype, "_,,,-" ) )
:Cp.-_'c-_( _,,p, "Tz,s._:L'c:Lo,',C Yd, ] .4.--..d.t.a:c,_ .- 1.;X_.", 'c );
:L-t ( !scrcsw( T[ :C] .:'rPe. "cl..'c" ) )
_p.--_'c-/( _'p, "r'z_i'c_.oa[ Zd ].c:Lmed. ,. l.;\n", c ):
/m _ _eck e&ck _.np_C dep4mct4mc7 Co &qm.e=a'ce LZffipu_Vec'¢or
ps0;
_or ( j = 0: j < p.ffio; j_-* )
_.:C ( PC j ]._'oa_: == _, )
_o:' ( k : 0: s'c='czp( T[ i ] .:rm..4,rpC ]c ], "" ); k..,.+ )
C !s==c=p( PC "i ] .,,ms., TC _. ] .___epC _ ] ) )
.C
,,/
"T=ffiu_,=:.onCT.d] .LZffipu=Wc_mrfY.dJ_';Lffi °',c, p ) ;




:p:_:::( _p, "Tnu±c_.o,,C 7'_ ].LZnp=c.qu_C _ ] - oz_z;Xn.-,
c. j, xt: _ ].L=upu=aukC j ] ):
/,, -- _eck e_c_ output _epudmsc 7 co &enerz=e LOucpu=Vecco: */
p:O;
xo= ( j :, o; _ < p__; j_-_)
i._ C PC j ]._o.: -- _ )
_o= ( k : o; s_-=cap( T[ d. ].ozc_ct_pC Ic], "" ); _- )
( !s_-=fp( PC j ].am-, z[ t].ouu__epC _.] ) )
{




/_. -- _"_eck e,,c_ _ib_.= dependency co ge_e:a_e L_.n_b_Vecco:: -/
_Za_ : O;
pffiO;
:o= ( j : o: j • p_:_o: j_,-_ )
{
_o= ( k : O; s_:=_ffip.(TC i ]..Lffit_.bi_C k ], "" ): k-_- )
_._ { :s::_'-_p( PC ._ "l.name, TC i ].i._.bi:C k ] ) )
{
:p=-_c:: ( ;9,




_p=:._:::( zp, "Trau_.::oaC 7.4 ].rr_,-c = 1;\n", : );







_or ( j = O: J • p_no; j++ )
i_ ( PC j ].¢Zob_ )
_or ( _ -- o: s_=cmp( TC i ].Lu_dGpC k ], "" ): k.,-e. )
_ ( :scz.,::n_p( PC j ] ._am,, TC i ] ._z.4tpC k ] ) )
_'pr"J.nc_( :_p,
"_±c_.on('/.,:13 .¢r_pm:Vec'c_.d.].0._;kn.", c, p ) ;
TC _. ] ._;Z,=pu'cmu_(C (_',,c) ( p / lo_s_,ze ) ]
I- C 1 << p );




/m -- griCm ma.uk co file */
_or ( j = O; j <= ( L=_ )( p / lonKs_=e ); ._++ )
_p_c_( z'p, "Trans_=±o=[ 7_ ] .G'r_tm*=x_£ %d ] = OzY=:\n",
c, j, 'z'C _. ]._znpucMuZ£ j ] );
i_ ( _I_ )
/- -- Generate _1.obal. ou_pu_ vec¢_
fla_ = O;
p=O;




1or ( k = o: s_:zczp( T[ _. ].o_c.4apC k], "" ): _ )
L¢ ( !s=zcap( PC 3 ].=am', TC _ ].ouc_d_pE _ ] ) )
(
_la_ = I ;
p÷-,-;
fpri_c_( _p, "Txa_si=zon[ %d ].glob_ou_ = 1;\n", C );
/- -- Gen_r_¢e _loba_ inhib%_or vec¢or -/
¢lag = O;
p =0;
_or ( j = o; j < p_=o: 3+_
<
_or ( k = o: scrc_p.( T[ i ].iabibi:[ k ], "" ); k_+ )
iZ ( !,_r=_.( PC ._]._e, YC i ].im,_b_[ k ] ) )
Zprin_ ( _.p,




i._ < fla_ )
{
66
_prtn=_C _p, "¢x-anmi=ionC %d ].l_,ob__ = t;kn', c );
}
}
1,, _ G._e_ac. locz.1. _k:l._ ..¢co= ',/
p=O;
_o= ( j " 0: j < p._; j.,..,. )
(
_._ ( PC j ].hos= _ h )
{
zpr-_=:_( _p, ,,szrcpy( r.oca._arti_gV.cNgi_ %a ], \-Y,a\" ):kn",
p, p[ j ].nm. ):
(
Linpu_lqutE (L_¢) ( p / lon_siz, ) ]
l= ( t << p );
_pr_c_:( _p, "Loca._ariLusV.m=_._gf_ Zct ] = %¢t:_", p,
P£ .i "_.m.r_-lg ):
p*-*;
)
/- _ _z'i_, Loca._laz_3J_gV ma_lt =/
_o= ( j = o: j < (in=) ( p / :l.on_iz, ÷ t ); j++ )
_prin_( fp, "LocalMa.rki.ngV.L.tupu'cl(u_[ %a ] = OxY,x;\n", j,
/- -- I_ oh.is is _OS'TO, ini_i_._i_e 8_obe.3. _ veccc_ _/
_'t (k"- 0 )
{
p=O;
_or ( j = o: j < p__; j_-*)
(
{




/_ -- _;r=c. 8mv ll,_lt -I
_or ( .1 -- o: j < (U_c) ( p / !on_sxz. + t ): j+* )
_, _pu=_u*tE _ ] ):
fprin_:_ ( ._p, "Global.qaxi_.i.u_;V. GX_av = _.; \n" ) ;
fpz-_. ( _p, '*GlobaJJ4_Jt_V. update = 0 ; _" ) ;
}
else /- -- Ini=ializ* oaks only =t
(
p=O:










_pr_,,l:_( _p, "sl:rcpy( _lolm_.,la_,mg¥.l:a_C Y.d 3, \'T.sV' );'u_",
p, PC j _].''e );
p._.:
)
_l_inu_C _p, "_lobalM_rking_.upda_e = 0;_n" );
)
cZoae ( _p ):
_(azgc. a._Cr ) /" -- _ the nee _o in r_, Zil, Siren to ,,-,in and
di_T_TibuCel the placls and tl'ansl¢ions across the




+J ( ( in__ ffi _op_C'o'ce-_c.n '', "r" ) ) == -! )
STU_Z':( "opmt,. _',,."Z" );
i2 ( ( h.st-J_ = _opcm("hostmm=a", "r" ) ) == -_ )
sy,,c_nr( "opera h_r_mmu" );
rudin_o(); /* -- _._d in n_¢ in¢o and pu¢ in P, T and H ar_ys -/
usiKn(); /- -- lsscKn _ran_itions and placu ¢o hoaca */
fill_hoot(); /- -- G_t hos¢ na_u and usiKn s_t-v_r and cliau¢ names
wriC_.d_s(); /- -- 'IPz"t'Cl n_t<n>.h includo !_lu */
_ite_iniCa(); /- -- _ri¢+ nlm<n>.i he= dl_inition fills */
°/





mpn: Make file for ?-n
pn









in,r_ _ imlr. o \
¢liln_.o \












cc $(c_._GS) -o $(_C) $(OB:ECTS) $(L_BS)
o_ uJce _:_.e
A.4.2 ma.s_er-pla_ter.tt -- Data Structure Definition File
#_:_1,:ule "size_l_wz=s.h" /* -- Canca.L_Jl _u:_ size8 */
#dodge E_'EEJi&L_TO ! /* -- De_=J_od vhe_ =he DPNC uJses & socJce=
_or conutu_ca=ion vi_h a device
dzive: p:oK'zan */
8dedtne GNV_LJ_CZT iO_TRAISI"_O|S+IO /* -- lumber o_ i:ez"a:ions o_ _e :okem
playe: beto:e releezz:_ _J_e gnv =/
8dedine TK_L._XIT )iO_T3JJSI"TZOIS /* -- lumber o_ fired _=aJ_si:io_s before
sending _e :i:inK sequence :o "J_e
ID+.splay serve= (ded_,,e8 _pda:e
=_.'ce) *t
8ded_._e LOIOSIZE sC:eo_( lon_ ) * 8 /* -- s of by:e8 in a long in= -/
8der_J_e GHY_BUPSI'_ 1 ÷ WK.BOFSX2_¢ + GL_B__P_CZ_ /* -- Size of _r bcJP_/
llde2_xe II3.BTTT_ ( s_+eof ( lon K ) * GHY__U_'SIZE ) /8 -- _t of bytes in
Emv _LCfer */
/*=ldefine DEBUG 1 */
:de_i_e DEBUG1 1
8de_ine DEBUG2 1
/* -- Pr_.m: gener_ _zx_o */









/* -- The s:.-'_c= _or _e ::aJssi:ion :.ufo. */
firing : 1; /= -- C_r=en:ly f_:mg
f_.re : I: /* -- Fi._e (=ime_) =t
_Zob__ : 1; /- -- _ap_ _:om global =._. =/
glob_ou¢ : _; /= -- Ou¢=u: co _lobal :._. =/
L_m_LCc : I; I* -- Local .i._.. arc *I
GZ_c : I; /- -- Global L_. a_¢ -/
Lmmod.ia¢e : I; /* -- _mmedia¢e c::m.5iCion -/
_=JSed : 1; /* -- F_p. onen:za._y c_Jmod ¢=.=/
precondi:ions : i; /- -- See L¢ preconditions
exis¢ (procedure) =/
/= -- Se¢ i_ pos¢_roc. _s
co be done (p=ocadu.Te
ca._.) -t
/= -- The ex=ira:2on _mae oi
the timer for _imed or.=/
/* -- Firin_ :a_e for :=.med or
_J_i_ed lon K end._ime:
floa¢ fil'in__zace;
in_ (_:ep:ocees) () ;





enabled, le¢l_z'as _:rue i_



















I.Znb._bi= Vec_ or _._3CAL _1%ACF_] ;
GZnJ_bi_ Vector [I_]¢JJ._PLAC_] ;
/,, _ PTeced_e =o be called
/* _ name o:t 1:x'ansiCion
/* -- Local ,uiJk */
/= -- Global auk ./
/= Y.ul:nal: incidence aa_ix =/
/"O=upu_: _,,c. ,-,,_,z'_ */
/*Ou_puu inc. aa¢=ix */
/* Iahibi_r a=c aul_. */
/* InJ_.bi_or azc aul_. */
./
s_:ruc': Loca._W _ /, -- eke sr.ruc_: _or ml_e local aa._kin K vec'_or =/
shor_ _a_kmngO_:CAL_P_AC_] ; I= -- _kin_ o: local places=/
lonK _pu_la_U_3C_._]ULS][_SI2E]; /* -- Local u,lk =/
};






update : 1; /0 --Seu Lf








1- -- <;lobal auk */
/* -- =e_ra._ aa_kAng */
/= -- =+mpora_.'T s¢ox'a_e -/
/* -- Tag +or local
_um coad__:ype _ K_I. HALT, BESET. STOP };
A.4.3 defs.h -- Macro Definitions
_ypede_ _nua ( FALSE, T_UE ) B00LT.LI;
¢de_i_le "Lowb_'l=e(w) ((w) Je0377)
A.4.4 _i:e_,_rnz_s._ -- Sizes of Da_a Structures
• <ie_ i_e MJLX_EP 50
• de_ine _ULX_0ST I0
_d,e:_e _LJLXT_LLIS 200
:t<le_i_lxe ](AXL_ 30
/* -- =_o¢ dependencies o¢ each _z-ansi¢ion =/
/- -- ._ax = o¢ hos¢s */
/* -- _la_ = o_ l:ra=si¢io_s/places in net */
/- -- .qax s_ring length _or any _e -/
/* -- miaua nuaber of processes forked :hat
_ust be killed betore ez±tin_ aa.in() -/
A.4.5 pormum._.,_- Socket Por_ Numbers
_xiedi_e PLAYE3PQKT 1500 /- -- Pox': number _._ =okea ring sockets */
_de_ine C_MMA_DPO_T 2500 /= -- Per'- number _or com_nd sockets */
•de_ine OISPLAYPOKT 3800 /- -- Por_. number for display sockets "/
;klefine ZOP_RT 4500 /* -- Por_. '_uaber for i/o vi_h device driver
•de¢i_e OFFSET1 50 /* -- Offset for s:Un_Lla¢or I */
:r<ie_:ine QF?SE'I'__ T5 /* -- O_:_.set _or surala¢or 2 */
o/
.4,.4.6 playel".c -- Token Player Routines and m_iz()
81a_.ude <sys/_TPe8 .h>




cmaas TX-anJsi_ionOIO_TRAISXT_OIIS]; /* _ Axm_y o_ c:-an_.ciou
LocalHV LocaA/lazkiagV; /. _ Tke local ma:Y_.ng v. 0/






cekem_i_; /0 -- File desc--il_o=s _o_ _8e "co ru©oivo and send */
co_ea,.oul:; /* -,._e coJ_ea vec=oz" */
o_=_X_vi_; /* -- Fi2e deac=ip_:o= _o: r:±'ciJ_g i:_o co _ke
Z windog _o= oh.isp!_ye_ */
coman__i_; /* -- File d,eacx'ip_o= _o_ coumand socJm_,. */
io.soc_m_; /* -- File _esc=ip_m: used, _m: =eceivi=g an:L send.i=g
ez:mzmml eveac i:::_o 0/














pr2nc:_( "\nZs _ired timed ", T_ans_.z:.on[_:::_'_o] .tag );
tlendi:_
=emove_=okema( c::__o );
i:C ( T:a_si:io=_ c:_no ] ._oszp:ocessmzg )
{
ezac : T=aa4i_ion_ ==__o ] .=os_.==oceas; /* -- Aasig_ ad_=ess
Co exec */
(*exec) ( C___o ); /- -- Call procedure
>
add.co_ce_s( c=:__o );


























i_ called ehea an event _:cu.rs (_, external even=, C:Lm_t _-an_iCion
enabled or the _v is avaA_able.
The player ,rill run ucil
a. |o mo_e c%-anmitionB _i_e, or
b. • comaand _i_eze_: _ _ is re:eAred.
The g_o_ _ VeCt_ ia kept _o_ _qV_LZHZT Z o_ i_ex_.tiou _:il
i= is reAeued 1:o :he ne_x Cokm', player.
_em no ,,ore _='amsi:iema flze a_d _e a_/e is _l, bloc.M/_ g is
_:'aed on for the ewea_£pe so oh,,: _e C_ke_ playez will no: be
i_.voked a_aA.u. _:il an event occur. 'I'h.As makes the token player
event d_iven.
_hen a _ansi_ion is enabled, it _ixoe i_ i_ is an _ediate
_ans_on. Tined cranaicion_ are _i_ed la_er (i_ s=ill enabled).
void
coZen_playe=O
i_t %'2.c_ : _ ; /11 -- Co_ute_ _ar +c_an_'tt'to ,',- 11/
•,kAle _ _ { cr = gee.nor':_or'ansi:ion{) ) += -t ) la { command u _ ) )
{
get.event(}; /* -- A_ 7 hal event ? 11/
i_ C _lobe._a=_.AaKV._N.av )
{
release__v(} :
cr_cnc = z; } } }
I- -- (;NV_L_XI'T iCe%-A:iozul done *I
/11 -- _elease _v co nex_ token pl.-/
i_ ( command == _ )
release__v () ;
/11 -- Kelease _v when no ocher














:i_e vi._l ca_! procedure :or i_ed±ace or timed =ransitions (i_ an7.).
I_ =he =ran_.tion has a _ocedu_e and is _ediace, =h_s proced_e is
¢_led imme_ia_e_ 7 a_d exe_ed se_uent_a.%17 (w_thi_ same con_e_ am
:i_e() ). .-he _aca s=m'uc_u_es _n Imv a_d _av a_e updated immediately,
as is _he T_zmsition_ c ] data s_%-uc_e.
I_ the transition is :i_ed., the transition = is given Co t_med_=z-Ans_
handler(). The transA_ion ma_ _i_e i_ st_ll enabled when =he =_me_




]_-ocodmre :o be ca.lle4. ,,/
( T=La=i:ion[ _:_no ]._ased_:e )
=¢move__okea:n( _=._o ); /t -- _emmve _okens */
_ld,.:o_,ta=( _.:_,,o ); /* -- Acid. :oku.s */
I_J._Ae_ DmiUG1
p=_,,:::("_s_a :_=ed" ,Tz_u_:i.:_m(_:_=o] .l:a_) ;
ezec =, Tz"An:i=_aa( "c:'_zo ] .poa_::ocq.n8; /* -- Assi_ addzes8
'_o ezec */
(-ezec) ( c=.'-o ); /* -- Ca._ p:'oc,od,1_',
}
=pda':e.Xwi._l.ou( "_.,,o, I );
i._ (siag, J.e_s'=ep ) cmmw, d = EAT.T;
}
e_.se /* -- Timed. :x_a_i:i_ "/
{
i_ ( _i=iea( __ae ] .'_:I:'. )
{






I* -- ::_.=e() =I
*/
/* -- Tinme:' _ _:l.u=sbocL -1
1- -- Fix', +=wi+i_ i_ s'_:i.]._
eaabled *I
/* -- Io :i.:+z' is rmu_ _o_















2.1) Z_ ._.].obaJ. AID global. :az_ing recto= is avaliable
2.2) I_ AXD _lobaA i_pu: aazws _o see i_ '_b,._s _::aas i: ion am y :i=e
2.3) _"_ecX :P o_ co_eu a_..ilable ::,> c_er.,X__lot:mv
3.2) C2_ec_ S o_ =o:,ea_ tva.il&ble =:,> c_ecM.locaS.:v
3.3) Z:_ p_econ_ii=io_s se_, c_ecX i_ _Mese a_e sa_is_±ed
4) _e:_"_ :m'_e i_ a_ coa_i:ions aze sa:is_ied
enable(=)
i_ _; /" -- = is _._e =_i_ion nm,,be= =o be c_ecked */
{
_: (*ezec) (); /m -- A :_po:az7 poi._=er =o :he a_i_os8 o_ :_e






/- -- C'J.eaz ._i_inS _1,_ s_c_ ckal: the "cca_:L'cioa "I' be cesced agai_ ,/
( TzLu*_ion( c ]._Iz_ _ !TZLu*Cion( C ].m_.Cime )
_+a_'t-'c"ton,.C c ] ._'iz._,,& = 0;
/+ -- Bo+c/i cond_'C.to,,,- ma.8+c be Cz_e
( Tzznsi_:_onC c ] .glob__ )






( !( _,ck_glo_m,( c ) ) )
/" 2.3) "/
/- -- _eck _JzkCbi¢o= _z'cs i_ amy -/
( T_zns_c_on[ c ].GT_J_c )
_,_-_( o );
/- -- <_eck Loca.]. mazk_n K vec'coz" -/
•_o_ ( "J-= O: i < LO_$.L_I4ASX_S"ZZE; "J-+...+.)
(
Loc_J4_zXznSV. L_pu_uX [ _ ] ) =-




L_ ( T=zusi=ionC _ ] .L_Izc )
_._-=( 0 ):
"_ ( _IzmcJc_loc_.mv( c ) ) /" 3.3) */
(
i_ ( ?z_+i_io_[ C ] .precondi¢ions ) /, 3._) -/
{
ezec = T.'-_si_ion_ _ ] .p_ep_oces-_; /- -- _ss:.g= a_ldzess
i_ ((=_xec) ( c ) ) I- -- Ca_l pzoc,du.ce





















1) <:::zeck e&ck :Lupu'c azc Co cz'a.uJ',;c*oa. C "Co +,,me :i.I S oi 'Cokenz _,.
else _,.1.oba.l.Na=_V >- "JLe ',,umi0_ o_ :Lm,pu'C z.Tcz +co c _Iz'omeack
p.].aee :in. the (;air
i,_'c +c; /s -- c :_ P,_e cz-a,ms"i'C-ioa m,,,.b_ Co be c,l_e_ked */
{
_o= C i = O; i < GT..OBIZ.._t-AC_; :L._ )
( Tz'auss_.l:_.onCc ] .GZnpm:V.ccc_cE i ] •
GlobI.USs=Zm,4V.M=S:_._C i I )
=ocaz_( o );











_.) _ecJc e-c_ L_zpu= azc co C='a,uaic't,'m C Co see J._ • o:_ 1:ok-,,a j._
_e Loczl,.qa, z'kLc<V >- CJ;e :Luaber o_ i=,pu'c a_rcs "co 1: _::'ou etc_.
p.l.ace _._ the L/(V
c,b,ecJc.loca.lav( : )




_'_ ( "X'=a.ms_.'cio-(_ ] ._'cVec'co:'[ i ] >
Loca.l.qa.=X_-gV._X_ng [ _ ] )
re'c'az'=(0 );












in_ c; /e -- c i- oh, cransi_ion _bar Co be checkmt */
{
iuc i;
_o= ( i = O; i < GLOBCL_PLACES; i++ )
i_ ( Tran_i=ion[ = ] .;Iu_bicVecl:c¢[ i ] > 0 )
( Tr'aui'cion[ c ] .GZaJ_bi'cVsccor[ i ] <
( _'tobL_Jta.rk_V.m=k_.u_[ i ] ÷ TrauicionC c ]._rcpu'cWc'cor[ i ] ))
recwm( o ):









2) Ch.ck each Luh._bi_or arc not -1 co ss. i_
multiplicity o_ Luh. arc >- markZug in place + oucpu= mule. Co place
chKk_local._L_bit( c )
Ln¢ C; /m -- _ is :he c:-ansi_ion number _o be checked ./
{
inc i;
:or ( i : O: i < LOCaL.PLIC_; i+-_ )
i_ C Transition[ c ] .L_,_h_bi:Vsccor[ i ] > 0 )
( Tr'anzicion[ c ] .L_nhibi'cVec=cr[ i ] <
( Loca-l_a_k_uK¥._a_ki_K[ i ] + _a_li¢ion[ C ] .LOucpucVector[ i "] ) )
rscaz=( o );














remove_:okens() is called a_¢er a cranzi=ion is enabled and is fired.
_-he procedure has a cri=ical see-ion because ohm _arEin_ vectors may
be accessed by ocher processes concuz_entl 7.
I) For each _npu'_ arc to the transition - r_aove = of tokens
corl'-esoondin_ co Z oT oucpu_ arcs co each output place.
2) Set :he ma_ coo.
remove_tokens( c )
l_C C; /= The _._u_sition t/
{
in= i; /_ _ Counter m/
/- -- ._emove :okeus from local places -/
cot ( i : O: i < LOCAL_PL_CE_; i+_ )
iZ ( ( _ocaiMarElnKV.markin6[ i ] -: Transition[ t ].LInpucVec_orC i ] )
==0)
Local/qar_n_V.Linpu_MasE[ (int) i / IonKsize ] =
Local_arXLuKV.L_n.=u_Ma=X[ (inc) i / lonssize _
"( 0xl << { i 7.lon_size ) );
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/- -- P.move 1:olenl _roa &:l.obal p3.acii */
:i.:{ ( T_au:i.c_.oaC c ] .&1ob._. )
:_or ( i • O; :L < GLOBM._PL_CZS; i'_ )
C C _aoUa._a_sv.au_t_£ i ] --
_ai'c_.o,,C c ] .GIn.pn'cW.:_orC i ] ) t= O )
¢lob_-gV.G_,',pu'cllut[ (_,,_) i / loap:i.ze ] "
GlobaclXa.ck_,,gV.G_,,pu'c3tuiC (iaC) i / 3.o_',_-e ]
"( Oxl << ( _ Z 1on, size ) );










a_d.__oklnl() is c_lllld _'_c i Cz"_llj'i_'i_ il tlgtbl_ _ if _i,Ttd.
t) For _ch inpul: ax_ co ohm cz-ansi'cion - add t o:_ cokmm
¢ox'u'.ua.oonding _o i o_ on_u_ az'cs co ,&ch ouv_u_ pl&cm.
2) Sac oh, masts _or global and local mu_k/n_ vectors
ada.Cota_( c )
in_ =; I- The cransixion =I
=/
io= ( i = O; £ < LOCiL_PLi_S; _-,+_. ) /* _ Idd "locii cot_
i'_ ( ( Loca_tialV.u.x'k_at[ ,i_ 3 ÷=
Tranii'_ionE c ] .I_ucpu_:lic_orE i "l ) • 0 )
Loca_l.cia,a_V.L_,npu'cMul[ (_n'i:) i / Lon_ilize ] =
Loca._ll.ria.ntl.La.npu'clui[ (in'c) £ / "kon_l_t ] I
( Oil << ( { _, ]O_ll_i ) ); / i --Sit / i/
*/
{
_or ( i = o: i < GLOBAL_PLaCe's; i++ )
T:czn_s'_c±on[ c ].GOucpu'cVlc_:or[ _. ] ) > 0 )
G'_ob_./_r.k:_n_V.G.i.npu'c.qutl_ (in_:) i / ].on_sizm ] =
_io_..qzr_Zn_V._._pu'c_cs_[ (iac) i / ion_s:_.zm ] I
(Oz:I. << ( i '/. ].on_s_.o ) );
}
/* -- _LcL=ol_s() =I
si&Cic inc c=r = O: /- -- poincs co ohm n_cc ou_p_c bu._er fox"
/i -- Bu_'_er ._o= sendin!f :he i o'_ f:LT:_.n!ts lnci local _ slobal _i_i_ */








"_ri:es ".he :r_bu2fer and ?l.bu2fer Co :he XDisplay server.
flush_bu2 s ( )
in_: i;
iZ ( !( _=: ) )
roc'gr_( o );
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:L=.<o_1_.<_e=[ 0 "I = HOSTI0;
/* -- Copy 1oca.1. _k.i=6 :L=Ito e/
_or( i - 0; i < L0CJ4,_Pt,A_,S; i++ )
i,:to.b-._."._mPC i ÷ 10.'PX_STX'Z01S + I ] " LocLI.IlazELm_V.'_ELnt[ :L ] ;
/" -- Copy Slob*l ,m,_kiug _o "/
Zor( i = 0; i < _IL_PLACZS; i-M- )
in.<o_bu._'_er[ i ÷ IO_TRJJSZTZ01S ,,- L0CAL_PLACZS + 1 ] =
Globml.qmP_.ugV. old C i ] ;




pz_++ (-t-, : -) ;
+o=(i=0; i<LOCl/. _PLACZ_;i++)
pr_,,_("_.d ", Locz_qmP+cumSV.m=_._.mS[i ] ) ;
pz=.u=_("\a" ) ;
prin=_C"G]! : ") ;









:esec _: _=in|_..¢oun: ( )




:o: ( _ = 0; _+ < IO_T_IISZTt01S; _++ )







SCores :b.e :_.=_.uK sequence vec:or and sends £'c eve_c-y T_L.T.Z_ZT :ir_
o:" when the token pl&ye: is :_a.isl_ed.
_pd,'_Ce_Iwi,,dov( c:_no, =ode )
(
sw_ccJ_ ( mode )
(
cause _ : /" -- Ad,d c___o co o_'L"!:_= "ou_fez' */
i_ ( c_r <= TR_LIMIT )








case 2 : /- -- Fl_ bu.-C_trs ./



























_A_ed eve: 7 :_e the _errm_ c_e= _ea o_.











_-pu:_ _c ez'rupc_kandle: ( )
_Paea a_ Z]O in_emp_ is issued, ckAs :ou=ine is caS-_ed.
T_e proced_e se_s & _la_.
81:aCiC _-t co_4at : O;
void,
i-,_m__inl: szm'mp=__Aad3..:" ( )
{
s,,i=c_ ( cou_c++ )
{
case 0 : p_A_:_( '*\b -'° ): brsa_:
case L : p=_.u=_( "\b/" ): b=.ak;
cue 3 : p_-nc_( '*\hi" ); b:ea.',;
case 4 : princf( "\b\\" ); brea.M:
















T_i_izes c_e sockets _or glob_ _k_ vector token =_z_.
_okcm_in i _, soc_ _or _e server of S_T_.IAEE Cb_ _ cm this hoe_
and reads c_e oaken message .'tom SERVEEW/RE.





/* -- Come== co Display -/
out_X.win = client_setup( HOSTOIIAME. DISPLAYPOKT );
• i_ |O_HOSTS > I
_def EOSTO /° -- Thas is token player S 0 °/
/= -- Set=p SERVEK connection for =oXen player 41 I °/
Coken_i_ = serv_secup_in=r( HOS_/AI_, PLAYERPO]_T,
"Server waic_ _or Ira1 ..." );
secblock( Coken_i_, F_.SE );
/- -- Vale un=il =he last token player has opened its server for tokea
player 0 */
print_(" Hit Enter .ben las= token player server is reedy : kn");
scz._( "7_". a_eap );
coken_ou_ = client_sez_p( $ERVEKBAME. PLAYEKPOKT );
lelse /o -- This is not _:oken player 0 */
token_out = clien=_setup( $F_V_RIA]_, PLAYEKP_RT);
coken_i.n - serv_sevap_intr( HOST_AME, PLAYEKP_KT,
"Server vaz:im_ for pn(i+l)'* );
setblock( coken__, FALSE );
Zemli_
command_in = sez'__se=up.i_cr( HOST_AME, C_}_MA_DPGKT,
"Server va1_i_ for XCo_d ..." );
se_bloc_( command_in, FALSE ); /" receive comuLnCLs from
XCo,,-,and -/
_i_ _0ST]0 == 0
•i_deZ EXTEP_IAL_ I0
io_soc_e_ = serv_setup_i_tr( gOS_'_AME, _0P_KT,
"Ser-zer _ai=:=_ for _evice dxiver program ..." );
se_block(io_socket, FALSE ); /- receive co_d- from
•evice dl-lver -/
_endi_
SiS X0ST_0 == I_
Zi_de_ KXTEK_AL_ :0
io_soc_et = serv_setup_intr( _0ST_AME, :_0POKT+'0FPSET1,
"Server _a1_:_ for _evice driver program ..." );




S$:_ HOS'L'IIO =- 2
8t_5e:C _L'A':DI3AX..ZO
io_soc_'e= • se=v_se:mp_im:=( B_'IAlq, ZI:ZPOILT_,
"Scz_rm_ m_.c_ _o= cl,vic, dzivez' l_OSCms ..." );
s,cbloc_[(io_sock,c, FLLSS ); /* :'eceiv* comaaad_ _m'oa
cLevice cl,,_"iv_ *t
si&u.l.( SZGZO, i_p=c.im:e.-x=l_.Mud.l.e: ) ;
/- -- socke=i=_.c() =/
/= -- $e1: _p izC_-z'_pC Co be




















kaJ the _ol.l.owin K s=x_c_aze:





:i_ ]il2_:40ST5 • _.





WJL_* ( coema:_ != STOP )
(
paus* ( ) ;
:_lUsJ_( s=cLo_: ) ;
See_event ( ) ;
sv_.:cb. ( commm_cL)
.C
cue .:LUN : cokea_p.l.ayez'() ;
b_ ea_;
cue _LLT : bz'ea.l[;




/* -- Za_.'cia.3.Aze ,tel: */
/* -- E_i:ia._.Aze8 socke_:a '_oz' i_:e_hos"c
token :emsaKe lsmsdli=K "/
/= --S,= _c_'_pc _:,z'va.].s =/











• _¢l=d. "d._ a. h"
erent..Jandler.c -- Command and Marking Vector Handling










enum oomd.cTp, comaaJmd; /* -- T_pe _or pouzble comaaJmd .,odes of player */
BOQZ.E_i event_flag : _O_;
static _J_¢ c=_poz_¢e= = O;












=e¢Ul'D_ =he nex: _'ransi:ion _ :o be evalna:ed for f_g.
Firs_ checks i2 a _-r_-si:ion is on :he even: queue and re:_
=hls ±2 so. Else returns :he c=ansi:±on poin:ed co by cr_poin:er.
I_ c:_poincc > |O__lSZ_'_OIS, =hen all Cransi=ions have been
evaluated :i:hon: any firlngo (-L) is :hen returned co sisal cha¢








check all transitions agaiz*/
£2 ( ( _--__o = :imer_end()
rec_'= ( :=__o );
/* -- A timed =ransicion Bay be ready Co
fire, che¢_ all cransi=±ons */
!= -L ) /* -- Some =:ansicio. is done */
it C _r_po_u_ar < |Oo'L'11._S'ZTXOliS)
else
_z_poi_ter _ O;




/,_ -- All _-'aa_il:ieu have been
checked and no eae _i_ed e/








Decodes _he fizs_ s_u_=_ of f,_e _oba_ eax_ vector. When _As is
_1: zere, a co_ami is bei_ passed around.
void decode_cored( cma )
leak con;
,[
swi¢ch C con )
{
cue 1 :
coma.M - l.Ol; t_rea.lr.;
cue 2 :
comand = HALT; brea_;
cue 2_. :
co_aJ_ = _; tn'eaX;
ca_e3 :
co_an_ = EESKT; b_eak;
cue • :
co_L = STOP; bceed_;
case S :






i_ ( single_s¢e _ ) cmmand = R_J; break;
case 7 : break; /* -- P.e_Tag e/
case 8 : _reaE; /e -- Display Sta¢s =/
case 9 : breaX; /,,, -- z-ares / _iJaes =/
case 10 : /= -- tease scats */
resel:_flzin__counl:() ; b_sak;
case ].1 : /* -- c¢¢e d_ */
d_() ; break;











_T_e,_ a _v eve_ is der_ec_e_ by eve-¢.Ma_L_er0 _ls ro_i'_e
is called _o _oz_ _e global aazMinK vector.
bu_.erC 1. - n ] concains the &iobal aa.rki._ K vec¢or.
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e/
vo_ g,=.._Xv( bm_'Ze: )
lomg _erO :
in_ i:
GlobalNa_Xiu_V.c_X._v = 1; /* -- GWf is ava%iabl, nov e/
i._ ( GlobalX_._u_V.updA_e )
_or ( i s O: i < G_BAL_PLACZS; i++ )
GlobalMazk_.ugV.mzX._gC i ] +- bu:_m:[ i + __BUFSIZE ];
Globa_arJ[=.ugV.Ginpu=Xask[ (in=) ( i / longsize ) _ =
mlob___a=_V.+inpu=l_u,X((i_=) ( i / lo._ize ) ] I
( 0zl << i ) :
GlobalXarXingV.GinlDu_KukC (inc) ( i / longsize ) ] I
-( 0x_ << i );
_.o_k_,,gq'. upcLa_e : 0:
else
{
_or ( i = O; i < GL_LL_PLACES: i+÷ )
GlobalXa_EingY.au_rking[ i ] = bu2ferC i + XASK_3_FSI2E ];
for ( i = 0; i < (in=) GLOBAL_PLaCES / Ion_sixe ÷ I; i_-_ )







A_er the token player is done wi_h the global _arEi_ vector,
this is released to the nex_ hos=.
void release__mv( )
Ion_ buff ere+ GXV__UF_IZE ];
in+ i;
i_ ( Global_a= -Xin_V.GX_av ) /* -- Onl 7 send _mv when i= is aC this
player _/
GlobalMarki_Y.GX.av = 0:
GlobalMarkingV. upda=e = 0 ;
/* -- Copy =mask to buffer */
_or ( i = 0: i < (in_) GL_BAL_PL_CE_ / longsize + _; i*+ )
bu_er[ i ] = GlobalMark_V.Ginpu_Mask[ i ];
GlobalMark_n_V.Ginpu=_asE[ i _ = 0;
>
/" -- Copy _lobal ma._kin_ vec-.or */
_:o: ( i : O; i < GLOBAL_PLACeS: i'+'+ )
(
/,, _ Semi globa_ _ velar =o ,,ez_ =okei player */
STSe.-':r( '_rzi'_e coken__=" );
uIx_l:e_Xw_._ov( O, 2 ); /,, u FIu_ _'_K sequence a=_ _ki.nK

















- =emend_in socke= _rcm XCoaaan_ window
- =oMen_in socket _=m8 rJse previous coke_ player
- io_socke= sockm: _:om _evmce _ive_ proKram.
void gec_eve_= ()
{
IonK =oken_b_e_[ ;HV.B_IZK ] ;/e _ S_"_e_ _o_ received na_ki_ vector m/
lonK COllaad__e_[ 2 ];
in= _ea_, i;





i_ ( mcezd, = _'ezct( io_sock_c, io_bu_s_, sizeo_( io_bu._'_er ) )
>0)
(ieco4e.io ( ) ;
_eadi_'
Si_de_ F.Z'I'_33_L_ I 0





/- _ _ecX i_ :he=e is a COmlaa4 _va_a_le co :ea_ */




dece4e_c_( conaaad._[ 0 ] );
Si_ 10_w0sTS • 1
/- -- C_ecX if i= i8 =he global mazJc.ia_g recto= _ha= is available */
if ( LTead = =ea4( =oken_i_, =okeQ._feE, sizeo_( =okan_b_e= ) ) > 0 )
ge¢_gmv( =oken_buffer ); /* _ _v available */
• i2de_ DEBUG
print"f("glv read %4 by_e8 : . .=.read) ;
:_or (i _ O; i < 8izeo_C_o_a_bu_er)/4: i+*)





A.4.8 ini_net.c -- Intitali2es Data Structures
8include "player. h"
_.nclude < s'cdio, h>
tt:l._cl_e < e.--'z_ .h>
_include "de_ s. h"
Siaclude <s=_i= K. _>
ex_ern sl_'uc: =arts Tranai¢ion[|O_TEANSITTOlS];
exl:ern s'C='uc¢ Local,_ Lo<:alXa.rJ¢in6V;
ex_ern s_uc¢ GlobalXV Globa/3_rkin_V;
/" -- Transi¢ionJl */
















p=ua=¢ ( "ini= calle_\n" ) ;
/,, -- Loop counter */
/" _ Use hos¢ number Co specify a seed becveen 0 and 31 */
i_1¢ _elapsed__ime( ) ;
usleep(1000) ;
Z'nd_ini=(elapsed__ime() _ 31 );
ini=_ elapsed__ime( ) ;








T_'ansi_ionC:L]. c:Lned = 0;




"L'_zn,ti_.'ton[i_ .posS:pz'oces8 • lULL;
s_py( T_aasi_onf:i] .ca_, "" ) ;
_o= ( j = 0: ._ < _L__L_; j++ )
(
Transi_ion_i].LZnpu_Vec_orCj] 8 0;
Transition[i] .LOu_u_Vec_o_[3] " O;
Transition _i3. _bz_Wc_or _] = 0;
>
_or ( j = O; j < LOC,_LDtkSK.SZZX; ._+_ )
for ( ,1 = O; j < GL_BEL_PL_CES; j._. )
(
Tt-au_._:ion [i._. GZnpu_cwc_o=_3 • 0;
T:zui::,on[i]. GOucpu:Vec:or[_] - O;
T_ansiCion[i] .GInhibi_Vec_oE[j] • O;
)
_or ( _ = O; j < _L__U__S_; _-_ )
_or ( i = O: i < LOC,_L.PLkCES; i+* )
(
Locallqarkin_V. ,.=]_in_ _i] = 0;
s_:z'c_py( Locallqs=XUs_V .ca_[i], "" ) ;
>
_or ( i = O; i < GLOBAL_PLICE3; i_÷ )
£
GlobalMaz'kin_V. upda_.e = 0 ;
GlobalMarXin_V.GX_av = O;
GlobalMar_in_V.=Lrkin_[i] = O;















se_:_:n_'( sec, usec )




void, l.1:.i=m'A'( soc, m.ec )
lo_ see, _Ja¢;
su-_-uc= i_i_Hx'ral =i;
i_ ( ( 10000 ÷ naec ) >- 1000000 )
(
':i.i¢_vLlue.l:T_sec - 1 +sec;
_i.i__va.lne. =T_UeC : 10000 + _wec - 1000000;
else
_i.i__value._v_sec = sac;
_i. A__va_e. =v__ec s 20000 ÷ =aec ;
=l.lt.i_e_va_.cv_sec =sec;
=i.i=.i_=ervaA.cv.usec = _ac;
i= ( seUi¢iae=(I___.AL, a_i, (s:m'uc: :iaevaA*)O ) )




rAac3._e <sya/'c H. h>
_med_rane__ancller.c -- Checks Timer for Transitions
mi_cl_de <z¢&io. M>
Si_cl_de < ex'A-a_. M>
_i=cl_ie ",playe._. _"
s_:a:ic double lICKS : 1000.0: /t -- |_ber of :ices per sac. sys¢e_ c_ocJ¢ =/
s_:ic double SCALE : 1.0; /= _ Time scale for simula¢or:
1/10 seconds : SCALE = .1
seconds : SCALE : 1.0
• A=_¢es : SCALE : 60.0
Mo_Cs : SCALE = 3800.0
days : SCALE : 86400.0
°/
excex-_ _si_ed lo W elapaed.:iae():
double log(), ."_d_Old() ;










C_ecMs all ._irin_ _=ansi_ion_ (_ime_ or exponen=ial) _o see i_ _he





"Zor ( i = O; i < EO.TE131SZT'ZOIIS;i'_" )
(
_t ( 'r=ansi'C'conC _. "I .:_:l='i=& )
"C
c_,.mm.c_rann.iu& z _U£;
i:_ (elapsed_cUte() >= T'_a.usil:ion[ i ] .end.cine )
(
"rT_usi=ionE i "l.end_=ime = O:



















Scares =he timer re= a =_Jted =_i:_,on. The time is fixed
and is =lie inverse o_ tILe _'_ _-a:e i_ the =:a_si=_.c_ has
derc_scic :i.r:.ng =inc.
For exponential cz'auic-iou, =he _ir:U_ cine is based on. coapu'cin K
"..he inverse of =he eurasia=rive d_s'cz'i'tRrC:ion f_JSc'cion K3.vem a rindom





un_i_ned lon_ cs=arc ;
double z-nc_:
double time, rate;
r_c_ = (double) Tran_i=ion_ _r_no _ ._r'-u__race;
sv_.tch ( Trans_._ion[ or_no ] ._med )
(
case 0 : /= -- F.z_onencial =/
=s_:_._-c = elapsed.time();
= rud_Old() ;
c_ = SCALE • (-_.) " lo_( cud ) • TICXS / Fate;
T_ansZc_.on_. or_he ] .ond._c_me = =s_a.,-c + (unsi_n_ lon_) c_.me;
Z_d_ DEBUG2
pr_._f("\nY.a -- _: _.2 -> _ 7.2 U\n*', Tl-a/Isi=ion[=r_ao] .ca_,
break;





l:iae - (SCALE • TZCXS) / ra=e;
• Ud._ 0auG2
































Ee=urus the time of the incerual clock in 1/I0001:h of seconds.
u=si_ed long
elapsed_t _e ( )
unsigned long i:


















i • (_.:lr_se¢-Cile_O.=v_se¢) ;
=e_ara i;
}
A.4.12 rrand.c- Random Number Generator for Simulation
8inclmi. <ma1:h. h>
/e Kan_om number genera=ors :
I
* :=d_ini: (unsigned seed)
. : i.n£_ializo8 _h, genera_or
* r=_i.Old () : =e_vas doubles [0.0,1.0)
. Iou.: ")" is ,_o :?po - :ha_Old sill no= =e_ a 1.0,







fleers: h- N as descr2be8 in .Knu:h's "_r_ o+ Computer t:ToSramC.:m.g",
Vol 2. 'tge9
is u_i, r_-..h a linear conKruen=ial gentr_uo= (_o ge_ a good unifora
dis::ibuuion) Ch&C is pez'msCmd rich a Fibc_acci addi:iv, ¢onK:c'nms'c:l_t_.
g_mez'a=or Co g_rc good independence.
Bi=, b_ce, and lord dis_"A'ibU=ions vere ex_e_,,Sivel 7 Cos=eeL and I_m8
Cni-sqnazed co8_ near pea-fee', sco_e8 (>7E8 numbers Cos_ed, Uniforai:7
asau_p:ion holds vi=h probablli=_ > 0.999)
Run-up :es:s for on 7E8 numbers confirm independence rich
prob&bili_7 > 0.97.
Ploc:ing random points in 2d reveals no apparent s:l_c:=re.
Au=ocorrsla=ion on sequences of 5ES n_bers (i(i) = SUM Z(n)•1(:-i),
i:1..512)
= (A(£) " cons=)results in no obvious s_ruc ure
On x SUH 3/60, .-nd_u() cakes abou¢ 19.% usec per call, vhich is abou_ 44Z
slouer the= BerXeley's :andom() (13.5 usec/call).
m
m
• (c) CopTr±_ht 1988 by _. _o:aczTR
• -- _outiues not used removed from file , 1/29/91
•/
Excop: _or speed an_ momor7 requirements, this generator ou:per_.orms
ra=dom(_ for all tears. (ra.udom() scored l-arbor lov o_ _i_ol'_it_ tee=a,
while Lu_epen_ence _est differences _ere lo88 drama=ic).
ThanEs to ._.Rauldin, 5._alker, : .Saze and _4..qolZo 7 for inspirx=ion • help.
/• LC-par3mo:or selection follogs .-ecommend&tions in










/e = 281"2, "= sq:.'1:(2"32) e/
/e =es=l: o_ a 1o_ ::ia.l I ez'_¢¢ s4cies o/
#de:tL'0.e Zcnd(x) (x " LC.A + LC_¢) /e eke LC polTnom.iaZ ,,/
s'ca'c_c unsi_ps,M. 1on K FibCSS]; /* will use Z(n) = X(n-SS) - X(n-24)
scatic in¢ Fi_.ind; /* cuzwent index in circular buffer
sl:al::L¢ _Dlli_ed ].Ol_ Z."JICL_VI_: /8 LCA - reco.'-rence vsziable
s¢aCic unsiKned loz_ anxcab[256] ; /m 'Cempocal. pecmn¢&Cion =Able
s¢acic wcsiKned lon K pracabC64] = ( /8 spatial perau¢acion cable
0xfff¢¢¢¢f, 0x00000000, 0x00000000, 0x00000000, /I 3210 ./
0x0000d'_ff, 0x00ff0000, 0x00000000, 0x¢¢000000, /m 2310 e/
0x_f000Off, 0xO000ff00, 0x00000000, 0xOOTf0000, /I 3120 =/









OxO0000000, OxOOOOCfO0, /= 3201 -/
OxO0000000, Ox'ZfOOffO0, /= 2301 e/
0z000000ff, OxOO_fffO0, /: 3102 e/
0x00000000, 0rf_f_ffff, /e 2103 e/
0¢TZ00f¢00, 0¢00000000, OxOOffOOff, OxO0000000,
OxOOOO_fO0, 0x00000000, 0z001'¢0000, 0rZ_0000ff,
OxO0000000, OxO0000000, Ox'Zffffff_, OxO0000000,


























re_iscer unsigned lon_ u;
re_Iscer i_ i;
double x, 7;
union hack = ;
/_ used =o access doubles aul _mI_eds ./
/_ man¢issa bi_ vector =/
/* modified: seed 0-31 use precompucod scu_f */

















if (seed < 32)
u = seed_cabCseed];
ease
u : seed " seed__abCseed t 31_;
for (i : 5_; i--;) /= see Up Fibona¢cl additive ¢on_l-_en¢ial





:o: CA = 2U; i--;)
am_:abCiS = • = Z=ad(:);
Tib_iad = _ % r=_; /* ,,elect t a=a.rcia& pe_,,:
X.T_L_vax' • _;





/",, _:ea:ioaa.% cLtv_4e by O: ==d_Ot4
zo: uo:k beciue • 4(mb_e doemL'_: fi:
in 2 wi_aed longs o: you= aac2L_e '. .m,/
*/








} wh.ile (x ':, :.a _ x < 2.0);
ram.eL : 1.0;
u=.=Co] "- "_.=[o] :
u.n.nCz] ./
easXgaed %oag rad__ ()
/*
* sane u r_t_i, bu: _vee full 32 b£: :aa4[e
*/
re_.sl:e: ---iSnea Ions i, j. -I:- _ib;
i : Fib.iad;
j = :[_;
j -= (i >- 24) ? :[A- 2_
=C_ "j:
i_ (++i >,, S5) i : O;
Fib_ind = i ;
/* = X(n-65) */
: =[i ÷ 2X3; /* = X(n-2_) */
= : auz_abCCj >> 2_) a or_xl;
i = "_;
%r=d,_vax = ,r_ = _rod,(%z'_d,_var) ;
j = m:+_ _ i;
j I= *:+-*" • {(i << 2_) I ((i >> 8) t oxoo_));
j I= *=,_- • ((i << _e) i ((i >> _e) t OzOOOO.:_));





* rending: Ee:um'n _ random in_ese= in a given ?.ange tO..rng-_]
lo:e: 0 < rug
*/
(







• - C= / =a.&._÷ 1.:
a ,-- z'A&;
re'G'a,,rA a - r;
double zmLd._O1d ()
/-
s =e,_s.-"as a m_i._='a.l.y clAs_-ibu, d double in 'the z'm_e o'_ [0.. I)
* or 0.0 <:, tad_Old() < 1.0 co be p=ec_._e
S
• ]lo_e: Cb._.s code umes "_h&C 2 '_i_pled ].ml_Js _ bold a. 'doub].¢
• (works on SUN-3's. SUF-4's, _PS, Vgen, 2BN ;T's)
*/
{
-,,_.on ]_¢1[ c ;
C.d=1.0;
1:.,z[o] I= z-=L_u() a: ,,--._[0];
'_.a.C_._l I= ='=a._u() • _.u[1.1 ;
/" munch in ls= pu'c */
/. munch in 2rid paz_ */
A.4.1_ xyserr.c and setbiock.c _ System Error and IO Blocking
• _uclude <sl:d_o .h>
vo:_[ s]fec( ug ) /* pl'inC s]fl.:il c:a].], er=oI" Ileletge _ C_L_I_:e •/
char *m_&;
(
ex_ez'A _._ ez'z_o, sys_nen':
e:c_er=, c.b,aZ' _1_'s_er:!.ts_[_ ;
_ ( errno > 0 _ _'no < sys_narr )
_pr_uc:_( s_cier:, "; 7.=)\n", sys_er:!is_C az':no ]
else

















s_.al:i+ ]OOLE_ _ =' TJUOE;
_iz_'C - FJIZ_E;
_( { _'talr_ = :co=el( :_a, F_Grl'FL, 0 ) ) =,, -Z )
s,j_Gx'_( "_c=c.1," );
b.l.oe,X:_ = "FJ.a_sa "O.IDI_,.I.T; /* -- 0.1DBL,I,T is o_'Z
=oablo_ = _lap I O_DE,.LT; /* -- O_IDELAT is o-
Ld( _cz+l( _A, F_SEI"FL, oa ? blocJ_
sys_'-z( "Zc=+.12" );
/* -- se+block() */
"I
"I






mrc_-n s_-uc_: _'a_s Traa_iC:Lo-_iO_TJLLllSZTZOI$] ;
mrc__--a s=z_c_ Loca231V Lo_r._,u_V;
_cmr_ s_-uc_: _obaZNV _iobalNarkin_¥:





/. -- 'r.ra_.i_,.tou 01
/* -- "t'b.e local Mz'k:L._ v.











(i = 0; i < SQ_TIIISZT_O|S; i+-_)
pri.u_::_("T ['/.c_. _ i::in_ = %cL\n", ±,T_:ansi_ion[i]._ ir'_g) ;
prin'c:_ ("T _",/,d]. _vl.ob_i.u = 7,cl.'_u°' , i, T::ansi'cion [i_. _Iob_in) :
+ _ le " " "p_i_c_ ("T [']_t]. _lob ou_ %d\n , _., T=ams_c_on (i]. glob_ou_) ;
prin_f ("T _]. GIm_u_Tc = 7_n*', i, T=ans i_ion [i_. G_c) ;
pr_ ('_T_.c_. i_ediaEe : 7_", i, Tra_si_ioD (i]. i_media_ • ):
pz'in_f ('*T_.d] .c_md = 7_\n" ,i,Transi_ion[i] .c_m_d) ;
pr_n_f ('_T_.c_. p:tcoud_:iou = 7_n'*, i, T_ans i_ion[i], preconditions ) ;
_c_ ( "T _L_. pom_-pz'oceas _ = 7_L_n", i,TTansl_ion [i] . pos_proc ess ing) ;
p_u¢_ C'_ _7._•end.__,m. = 7_\n'*,i.T_ns icion[i].end___,., ) :
p_in_2 ("T _/.cL_.firin___a_e = 7..f\=**, i ,T_ansi_ion _i] • firing_race) ;
pE_ C"T_L]. ca_ :s 7.s_a.", i, T_a/_si_ion[i]. Ca 6) ;
p=ua_:-_("T[%_].L.T_uVeczor ,, ", i) ;
_:o_: ( ._ = 0: j < LOC,tL.PL,tC_; j*+ )
p_in=_ C"_ '*, T_icion(i]. LInpu'cV,c_:o= [j] ) ;
p.r_._z:t ( "\n" ) ;
p_i=c',C"T_'%d] .LOuzpu_Vec_:o_: = ", i) ;




princ_ C"_n" ) :
_or J = o: j < LOCAL.N.AC_; j_ )
pr_uc_ ("7_ ". rranJ_on[_ ._l_bit.Wc_otCJ3 ) ;
pr_nc_ ("\n") ;
priuc_ (_r _.d]. G_hibi_Voc_ar • ".i) ;
_or j = o: j < LOCAL.e_ACZS; j++ )
prin_C"T[_ .LInpu_uE = ",i);
for ( j - o; j < L0¢kL.g3-_K_SIZE; j++ )
pri_:_ ("7_ ", l"c_._Zc ion Ci]. LTmpu_m_ _ ] ) ;
pr_ ("_n") ;
prin_ ('_r _'/_1_. GZnTm_Vec_o_ • ", i) ;
Xor j = 0; j < GLOBAL_PLACE_; j÷÷ )
pr_nc_ ("\n") ;
prin_'. ("T _t]. GOuzpu_Vec_or = ",i) ;
for j = O; j < GLOB£L_PL£C_; j_-_ )
pr_ncf ("Y.d ", TranslCion[i_. GOu_pu_Vec:o_[j_ ) ;
p_in_ ("\n") ;
for ( j = O; j < GLOBaL.g_K_SZZE; j+_ )
_x ("7= ", rram,_ion[i_. _Zap_a,_j] );
pri_c_("\n"):
p_inc_ ("Local _a.r_g = ") ;
_or ( i = O; i < LOCAL_PLACeS; £+_ )
pr_c_ ("\n");
prin_X ('Local Tags = ") ;
for ( i : O: i < LOCAL_PLkCES; i+_ )
prin_ ("T_ ", Loca_arkin_V. _a_ [iJ ) ;
prLu_ ( \nGlobal Mazkin 6 = ") ;
for ( i = 0; i < GL_3BAL_PL_CES; i+_ )
pr_n_ ("_.d ", Globa//qarkln_V .:arkin_ [i] ) ;
pr_ncf ("\n") ;
prln_-("Global Tags = ") ;
for ( i = O; i < GL_BAL_PL£C_S; i÷* )
prln_f ("_.a ", GlobalXarkin_V. ca_ [i_ ) ;
pr-.uc_ ("\n") ;
prLu_f ("GI23BJ/._ARK_NGV. update = Y_l\n", Global_azkin_V. update) ;
pr_ncf("GL_BAI._ARKINGV.GM_av = _._n", GlobalMarEin_¥.G__av) ;













s¢:_c1: s4_._aL se3.:_, _z'ms;
:L_¢, s, "_=onl_m, n:;
pc:L_cZC'O=_ poz-= aan _,d_', porc._an);
bzeco(C_l_a= *)tsel._, st=eed(se.lJ¢));
sel._.sia,.¢aai.1. 7 = _F.Z)I_;
se3._.sin,.a_L:.s.add= - 11L1)DIL.JJIT;
/* L_ ((sc]J.s=Ln_adeC.a_Md¢ - :hos=(_e)) < O) {
ez±: (-1) ;
£¢ CCs - so_ce:CCF_ZxCZ. SOC¢_STlCUI. 0)) < 0) {
pe:co:("Coald no¢ obca._ socte¢");
ez:.: ( - 2) ;
L¢ (¢¢_:Z(s.F_S_'I"_. _llZO)<O)(
per=o:("¢c_:l F__'/'_. b'llBZ0") ;
ezi:(1) ;




(see.zoc_cop¢(s. SGT_SOCZ][T, SO_DQITZ.ZIlG sin, C_ _,)O. O) ---L) {








¢¢ (lis=em(s, S)) (
pe:co=("F.x¢o= L_ 11s_m");
,x_(-_);
bz_'o( (¢J_a.= -)_.=oa. si=eo¢C'e:con) ) ;
¢=ma.s_.__add.c.s_add,¢ ,, Z]ICDDK.JL]I¥;
_:o_..n = siceo_(_=ou) ;
p:C'_l_¢'J( "_.:1\_", message );
i_e ((ns = accept(s, (surac¢ soc,_add=' .)l'Zrma, _-ZronJ,_m)) < O) (








pez=o:("_c:_l F.S_FL. FL_t_C') ;
ez_:(1).




A.4.16 dient.c -- Sets up CHent Socket
#iuc.l.ud e <8=clio .h>
8iu¢.lude <_r_-ao. h>










L:= Ipoz-c : ZPP_.T_It_EIVED;
bffia:o((_ -)a_o, sizeo_(acrac= soc.tadetr_i:)) ;
i_ ((s : socJKe=(__z]llrr, socz_s_.ul. 0))< 0) {
per:o=("¢_: =o: ob_._i: see.re=");
• z±= (:.) ;
}
prin:_ ("Clien= Soc_e: is _\n", s);
i:_ ((hp : ge:b.os:bT=ame(ho,,=)) == I_) {




:o.s,,,_per_ : h:oas((u_shor:)por:_:--) ;
:o.sin_'.auLily ffi hp->h_addr:Tpe;
bcopy(hp->__adcL:. (cbJx *)ar:o. s_,,__Idr, sizeo_ (:o. s:__d:) ) ;
i_ (com_ec=(s, (s==:c_ sockadex *)_o, s_,o_(=o)) < O) {
pe:_.or("Co:fec:_on :a_led" ) ;
cloae(s) ;
















































<XX 1/$ _'x'i.ll_rO e_s .h>
<X11/X&w/LAs:. b>
<X1 I/X&u/Coaaaad. M>
<Xl l /X&w / Ca.cdi._a..Ls .h>
<X,1..1./Xaw/P axmd. b>
<X11/Xau/As c±iTex¢. _>
s:auic vo=.d R_m(), Ha.].:C), Co=:(), P.exe:(), OuJL:(), Skng.l._qe_p(), F_xe(),
_:L_au(), S_:a:s_.aces(), S_:&:sTiaea(), _e-ezSCa¢s(), Dug_();
in= coamm_L_soc_e: ;
i_¢ ]iO._OS_;





char be,_ 100 ];
FZT..£ ='Jal,_:_, "'_open() ;
i
1
gic_e_ coplevel, r_m, hall:, con1:, reset, quit, siu_ea_ep, _ire, red.yaw,
pane([, s_a_sraCe8, s_acs_imo8, rese_s_a_s, dump;
I_Apl_onCez'c app_con;
=g _gs C13 ;
i_ ( ( inJ • _opqm("XCmmm_.i", "=" ) ) == -1 )
sFsez'_( "open XCommmd._" );
/i -- r_d. • o'_ hosl:s s/
saca._ ( _, "_._", adlO_HOSTS ) ;
/e -- Ke_ each host name =/
Zor ( i = O: i < __HGSTS + 1; i+÷ )
£
fge_s( bu_, sizeo_( bu_ ), in_f );
close ( in_f ):
/', -- Connec'c to cok-- players =/
for ( i = O; i < |Q_SOSTS; i*+ )
ou__comman_( i ] = client_setup( HOSTmAMESC i ], C_NMA/_PO_T );
/- -- Connec_ to D_splay v_dov =/
ou__conmand_]O_5OSTS] = clienc_se=up( H_ST_AHES[ _G_5OSTS _, DISPLAYPOKT);
coplevel = X=A_pIni=ialize(&a_p_con. "Xlis_", IRILL, ZERQ,
(C,u'_inal -) _a_rg=, a_rgv. _LL. 1_j.., ZE_);
pane_ = I=CreaceManaKe_Wi_$e=("pane_", pane_WidKe_*las8, coplevel.
I_IL. ZERO) ;
= X_CreaceHaJ_e_Vi_ec("s_al-_", co_dWidge_lul. ]_lae_.
hal= = X_CreaEeH--a_e_id_e_*'hal=", com_IndWid_e_Cl_us8, pa_e_,
_...L. ZERE) ;
cone = X=C_ea_e_ana_edVi_e_("con_Inue °', conman_VidKecClas8, pane_i.
ru'LL. ZE._) ;
fosse = X_Crea=eMa_a_edWid_e_("Teee_", :om_a_Wi_e;Class, p_,
_Ul; = X;_ea_e_u_a_ed_i_ge_°'qulC '' , cou_i_e;Clus, p_ed,
_I.L, ZEI_) ;
si_les_e.D = ._Crea_eMana_ed_id_e_("_2ng!e s=eo '°, comman_i_e_Clas8, pane_.
• gLL, ZE_) ;
fire = X=Creac_qana_edVici_ec("_ire", co_dVi_ge_Clase, pane_i.
IULI. ZERO) ;
redraw = X_Crea_eHana_ed_idKe_("TectTa.". ¢o_d_id_e_Class, pane_i.
NULl.. ZE_) ;
s_a_sraces = XCCrea_eHanaKo_id_e_(" display scats ". co_man_Vid_e_Class,
pan._, _T.., ZE3.O);
s=a_s=imes = X_C:ea=eHa_a_edVid_e=(".-aces / :lines fire_", co--u_dWid_e=Class,
rese_s_a_s = X=C:eace_ana_edWid_e_("Tesec s_a_s'*, commandWid_e_Class, pa_ed..
_'LL. ZE_) :
_ump = X_C_eace_ana_edVici6e=("_e_ Lls_ng", commandWi_e_Class, pane(i,
_gLL, ZE_) ;
X=AddCallbac_(.-'An. X_Ecall_ac_. _. (XcPolncer)_lL);
X:AddC_l_bacx(ha_:, Xc!lc_!bac_, _ai=. (XCPo_:er)rdT.T.) ;
XcA_dCa/-IbacX(con:, XCMcallbacX, Con:, _XCPolncer)NULL);
100
X:AcIct¢_L_bmCit(:ue:, Z:llca_bae._, itexe:, (Z:PoJaz++e_)lg_) :
XT,JbctcLe..._e.k(s_.x_lex_ep, X_Jic.z_bae.Jr., S£=l_dl:e p, (X_.PoJ=LI:_)IIU_);
Z:AddCallbacZ(::tze, X'_]Icallbac.]r., Fix'e, (Z_PeJ_zt_r)lg_) :
XcJ_tctCa.Ubac_(:,ctvaw, X:le.m_bae._, J_=Lw, (X:pein_er)lt/_) ;
XCkidCa._.bacit(sca=s:ace*, XClcz._bacX, 51:a:aaazm,, (X_.Poial:e:)llZ_) ;
X+_lddC_bacit(s_a=a:_JeX, X_.|¢a.U.bme._, S_L_XTq,,eS, (X_.PoJaz=mr)lg_) ;
X:AddCal.lbar.X(reae_s:al:s, Z'cJIcaS_bacX, Rexe=Sl:&l:a, (Zl:Poi_l:ez')]lULL);









Mri_es the comma_ to all ¢he soc_e¢s
void. ,r:i:e_coa( =o_mm_ )
loz_ comMmd;
(
Ion_l bu,._ar[ 2 ];
i_+ i;
/* -- rzi=a :o :he tok,n players */
bu.._'*:1_ 0 ] = coxmLud;
"_or ( i : O; i < lO_HOS'I"S ; i'*"*" )
( ,r:i_e (ou_:_co_[ J. ], "o_._v, sizea_Cb,z:_'_e_) ) u -X )
syxex'r( "T:_._:e ou__co--a_ctl'l" ) ;
/* -- Vri1:e to t]xe XD±zplay sez'v_ */
bu.._,.r[ I ] = co,and;
• r[ O ] : |O_I[Ob'TS;
_._ ( ,rA'i'ce (ou__=o-,-mcLC i '], 'Imz._,v, sizec_Cl_l_':e_) ) _-, -1 )
sys_-'_( '"r=:.'_e ou_:_¢o-a_udl"_** ) ;
/tl
,,/
F'_._¢'_ion _ame : Rnn
Descr'.p_ion: Zssuee _I ¢om-_md.










Desc.-ip:lon: Zsxues _al_ com,_d










Desc:ipc£o,,: Zss_es Co,,:i_e ¢o_








Descz'ipcion: :ssues Reset command









_ncl:ion lame : CN-i:
Description: exi:s ".he at_plica¢ion.






_o= ( i : O; _ < IG.HQ_ + L; is+ )
close( ou¢_co_,aad[ i ] );
liDesiroyAppZica¢ionCoalexc(XiWidKeiToApplicacionCo"¢ex¢ (widKe¢)) ;
e:il: (0) ;
/* _.uc--ion ]lame: SL_gleSCe9
= Desc:'.p¢ion: Issues Si_leSCso ¢omu_d
*/





Desc=¢p¢io-: Issues Fi.cs ¢osma_d







Descm_pcmon: Issues _ecL¢_ ¢o_,aad
102
./










Des_ril_ian: Kedl-aw _he no_.








Dose.rip.ion: This function coKzle8 bel:Wgan r'a_e8 and time8 fLTod.









Dem_ip_ion: Kese_ firi_ K counter and _ima_.







Dsscrlp_ion: Th_s causes • _um_ o_ _he _ata of u,_
s_a_i¢ void Dumo. (_, _4x__p_r, call__1_a)
{




XDi_pia_] -- Displaying the Pesri Ner Under Execution


















-1; = De_4K_ L_o
-g






cc $(CPLAGS) .-o $(_C) $(OBJECTS) $(LIBS)
A.8.2 ._'d_w.h -- Data Structure Definitions




/s_cl, e_ine DF.,BUG1 1
/,,_t, de¢ine DKBUG2 2
/*a_l, efine DEBUG3 3
-- Pr_n¢ Lupu¢ Crol token players */
-- Print _u K sequence _ s_urCznK */



























• aa_(x, od¢) Convex-ca the Grid Coordinaces co Che real coord_aCes






_loa: z=_pos, T=_po8 ;
















sex.c= PL P[ NJLXTII£1S ];
sl:rzc= TR TC WAXTIt_IS ];
/* _ This s_-zcCu.3re is _ed. :o s:ore in:_o e/
/- :e. places a: eack ho8¢ e/
/. -- t-.eo abe. _-au_i'_iou +oz" each, Mo8": */
/_ -- Cc.zn¢4¢ for tt of Ciaes _¢_. f:Ixed */
/= -- Keeps lu¢ m:i_c¢en Lv K. _i:'_K race ,,/































<87s / socke=, k>













s=uc: obj ?T._a_C X_TIJLIS _;
s_¢': obj TAJLIS( KkXCCUI_ ];
su_-uc: hosus H( _L_OS¢ ];





mOOLELI 4.tsp%aT_suata = _=¢L._I;
8OOZ._J3 _v_._te = TRDE;
_t late=: = 0zTFF;
void
{













FTLE -_z_:, *:o.=en() :
cba: bu_ [:02_] ;
L¢ ( ( i__: : :op_("IDispl_y.i °'. ".-" ) ) := -t )
syser_( "open _isplay. i" ) ;
/," -- P,.ea¢l, • o¢ hoacs I g.l.oba_, pl.a.cea "/
106
=g===( I=_. si=eo_ ( 1_¢ ), t=J );
UO.TSJ31S ) ;
(
_or ( i = 0; i < I__TE_II_; i+_ )
(
==¢=m_( _, "%= 7,4", ==p, zTs.a_s( _. ] .]=o==.=o );
s_.zcl=_r('_.kJls( _. ] .=ume = (¢Ju_ -) ==3.Zo¢(a_Zn(_ep) + 1), ==t=);
}
/= -- ]BiSDS 10 BE _ =/







$4a.t'cJ_e,, _b.e ?L_CF..Sand, _Jl$ a._"_Ts "¢o_:LucL_]ze _,o='¢ l:]_e ob3ec= Ls
us _.8:zed. :o.
cJu_ -==== E] ;
(
_ ( !s::c=ep(=m=, pr.J,c'_(_ .=uu==))












]tel:u.rns "..he 3,o¢a,3, ob_ecS: anmbez' _J.wm • ho81: and. "_he ob:jece name.






_or ( i " O; _ < IO_PLZCES; i_)
(
_ (!s==czp(name, PL£CESC_.nnme) J_t PL_C_S(_.hos__no Is hoe=)
r et_-n (plno) ;
i_(PL£C_(±_ .hou=_no _ boa=)
p_no_;
p_o s O;
_or ( i = O; _ < moTRAFS; i_)
(














Checks =.:_ _h* _;:.ve= ho8_ number _s cub'an°..1 7 enabled _or
d.i.splay_.ng.
_n_ check_layer( host )
_.nt hos_ ;
/I -- Conver_ Co correct b_ p_acmmmn_

















L_ refresh is _'ue, _he mnx_LnKs in K a.Te ued, else, _he _ in
_e .-e= _ile.
voi4 d=lLw._eo.in_ o (:e_zes_)
in: re_-esh;
F2LE *inJ ;
=e_-is=ez _1: i. j;
Lu= n_lK, -_PL. :___T, n_TE, -_GK;
in= _okens, h, ob3_no, =3rpe, no._ep, =o_, null, f..Ton, _o, geo, ou=_4ep,
inJz. a=c;
in_ _mv _coun=ex;
_Ioa= x_pos, y_pos, r=_po8, T=_po8, _.po8, _z_poa, x1_po8, yl_po8, ='_ue;
fo= ( i = O; i < |G__GSTS; i++ )
(
sp=in_f(=_p, "_ro8= 7_ : 7,s", i, SC i ] .SOSTJ&NK );





if ( s_n_le_s:ap )
u-=Z_:e__a_("SZBGLE_STE_", 10, 30) ;
if ( ( in_f = fopa("=ea_=._e=', "_:" ) ) =,, -1 )
sT=err( "open _ea_:.ne=" );
v_ile (f_e=:( _uZ, sizeof( bu_ ), inJ ))
(_ufCo] == 'I' _ bu._Cz] -= '\n,)
b_eak:
/* skip p=eanble */
Im_._K, _m_PL, _',,__T, am_l'3., _-_GB.) II
-__IK < 0 II n_PL < Z I I ,,__T < 0 I I n.T_ < 1 II n_GB, < 0)
sysez-:. ("_o_us p_.r=-e=ers") ;
_o= (i = 0; _. < =._K: ±_,) /* S_'_p _._X-pa=ane=ez,, */
if (!fgecs( bur, sizeof( bu_ ), =.n_f )) sysezT("P_ema_'_Te end of file");
_nv_cou.n¢e_ = 0;
_o= (i = 0: :. < =_PL; i_-_) /* reM place8 0/
if (!_ge=s( bur, s_zeo_( bu_ ), _n._ )) syse=':("P_:mu_Cu,_e end of f_._o");
=.f (8 != sscan_(buf, "T,s_,dT,:_T_T_Y,f", _m_, In:oJcens,t=_po8, l__po8,
zz'c_pos, _j_:_pos) )
sysezT("._lace de_ In'oblem") :
k : geckos:(_:p):




obj__ - g,¢naa(h. _np);
sCrcpy(HC]_.PCobj__o].aaae = (¢ha_ *) aa._o¢(sc=l*n(Cap) + l), _ap);
HEb_ .P[obj_no] .l:ok_ = ( ro_=,sh T KCh_ .9[obj_no].¢okens : Co, renal );
XI_ .P[obj_no] .z.poe = x_poa;
wDx.]. P [obj_',,o]. 7_poe = y_poj:
l DL]. P[obj__o]. re.poe : xc.poe ;




sl:rcpy(GXEobj_no].naae = (char *) aalloc(scz'len(_ap) + 1), _'ap);
GX[obj_no].1;okens = ( rr_esJL ? GX[obj_no].cokene : 1:oke_ );
GX[obj_no] .x_po8 = z_po8;
GM[obj_no]. 7_I>o8 : y_pos;
GX Cobj__o]. re_poe = xc.poe;
GX[obj__o] .yc_poe = yl:_poe;
( ¢beck_!zyLr( h ) )
(
teas_place(h, obj__o) ;
d.raw_cok,m._Ch, obj_=o, =ok, n.s. reCreeJ_);
].
_¢r (i - 0; i < u__T; i-,-,) /* _p =a¢e--pl_ram.cere -/
L¢ (!¢g,I:-.,( b_. s_,'eo¢( b_ ). i,,_¢ )) sysez=.("Prsaacuz'e Ind o¢ file");
_o= (i = O: i < n__,; i+-_) /= skip _'oup8 */
(':_Ke¢8( bu._, s_.zeo_( 1=_ ), in_1 )) syser'c.("P_:m_a._e end od ¢ile");
_o_ (i = O; i < n_T_; i++) /* _e_cL _ransi_iou */
{
i_ (!:_e_:8( buT, sizeo:_( bu_ ), i.u__ )) STeerr("P'ceeacu.ce end o_ _ile");
i¢ (11 != secant(bat, "_',.5%.¢%,,,4%d%4%d%¢%¢:L'_'_%._", =rip, a:r;=e,
lrcype, Imo_dep, trot, _=_poe, 17_po8,
_'mc_pos, ITc_poe, __poe, aTr_poe))
sysexT("_a.ns1_ion de_ probi,m,") ;
h = _;e=koe¢(=mp) ;
obj_no = g,cn=_(]_, rap);
s¢rcpy(HCh_ .TCobj.no] .=an. = (c_a_ -) u._oc(s¢=le_(ca,p) + 1), cap);
HC_ .TCob__no] .cype = cype;
]_ .TCob__:o] .:oc = :o¢:
E[_ .TCob__=o].z_poe = x_poe;
HCt_ .T[obj_=o] .y_pos = y_pos;
_r_b_. T Cob]_=o]. x¢_poe = x'c.poe ;
HCb,j. T [obj_=o]. y__poe = 71:-POe ;
_Cb_ .TCobj_-'_o] . z__po8 = _=_.pos ;
_]. T [obj_=o]. Tz_po8 = 7r_pos ;
i'_ ( check_l=yer( h ) ) d_a__c=a=s(h, ob___o);
_o= Cj = ,,o_dep; j--;) /* read i_pu¢s =/{
sTser%'("P_'ema_:uz'e ,rid o_ file"):
i_ {3 != ssca_l_Cb'a_, "%_T,_7,d.", _aO._, L-Z=om, &Keo})
syser-:_"Transl_%on input de:_ problem");
i_(_ul'. < O) _ul_ = -_al_;




d:ru_siapleo=cC_=on-_, h, ebj__o, mu%1:, IN);
else
_ge=s( b_, s_eo_C bu:c ), £u__ );
secan_Cbu_, "Y_T_", az.po., _7_po8);
s_ar:_a=c(_, obj_no, x.pos, y_poa, IN);
v_ile (_eOm)
ss_(bu_, "T.'To_",_z1_peº, _%_pos) ;
i_ ( _e_.l&ye_( h ) )
d_ag_a.cc(x_poa, y_po8, xl_poº, yl_po8);
x_poa - xl_pos;
y_poe - y1_po8;
end.azc(_=on-_, :_poe, y_poa, re); _
_._ (!_ge_e( bu_, sizeo_( _ ), £u_:_ )) syser=('P=--,,=u=o end. o_ _tle");
i_ (_. !- seca.m'_ (bu_, "T,d,", iou:.d.p))
sTser-c("T% ou:pu: pzobli") ;
i_ (3 !: sscan_'(b_, "%d_", _mu&:, _'_o, tgeo))
syser_("T=ansi:io_ o_'pu: de: p_oblem °') :






_ge_s( buzZ, sizeo_( bu_ ), ___ );
sscaa.¢(bu:_, "%¢T.¢", _:_pos, _r_poe) ;
s_az':_az'c(b., obj_-,o, :(.poe, y_pos, OUT);
:bi._. • (g_o--)
(
:g_rcs( bu¢, sizeo¢( b_ ), i_.," );
secan:_(bu_, "T_T...'", _xl_poe, _ryl_poa);
dorau_a:rc(x_pos, y_poe, x__poe, yl_pos, OUT);
x.poe : ::..poe;
y_poe : y1_poe;
i_ ( c_eck.laye_( _ ) )
ead_a_c(_o-_, x_poe, v_pos, OUT); _ }






L_ (i != ucz::: (bu._, "%d", _:Ln__azc))
-,?m_.-z("T_ oucpu: prob1-,,");
:_crr (j = i:l_.::; j--;) /,, :,,uct :_U..ibi:or _r:s *I
{
L't (!_ge1:s( _:.-_, s.izeo_( _ ), _:__ ))
syse_T('P=emacuze end o_ :iZe');
i_ (3 != sscan_Cbu_, "YaiTaiTai", Jmsu.l=, _co, kKeo))
sTsmz-r(_::ms_:io: i=kibi:or de_ problem") ;




( :_zeck_ImT,or( _, ) )




sac_scC(bu._, "%::%:t", s-z_pos, ZT_po8);
( _eck.l,,yar( _, ) )
s:az'c__rc(_z, obj_:o, x.pos, y_pos, _31H);
{
_g_,,( _m_, siz.o_( but ), L:J );
mscan._(bu::, "7-'_%.I", ar:cZ_pos, Z71_pos) ;
i_ ( cJaeck_l=,ymr( b ) )




( :_e__l:,yer( ]_ ) )







Ii_.li_¢: a c::icio: s41ec'.ed by (]_o8:, obj_:uss).
on o:r o_'e.
void hi_li_:(hos:, obj_=:m )
L:_: ko8=, ob]_mmm;
{
x : ma_(_os:] .TCoOj_n:m] .z_pos, 0);
y : -,K(HC_oa:] .TCobj_::m] .y_pos, 0):
II_..1.K4cca_J_le(choDispl:_y, =_oV_J:dov, :_oGC,













pm+_'Z( "V:_ng ,,_ace : " );
_oz (c_z - 0 ; c_z < HI lm_[ 0 ] ].]O_T_LISTI_O]S; c_=_ )
:L_ ( l_z:llC c_z + 1 ] > K[ I_L_[ 0 _] _].T[ _ ].olcL.:_mes_:JJ.'ed )
Fr_,,=_( "%+t -, _C c.cz ÷ I, 'I );
pz'_::_ ( "_" ) ;
/,. -- Se'c i._'cer'rup'c cimez" Co _.aih =he 'c_msi'Cions _or ...reset ,,,/
se=o:_m."cr(O, 360000) ;
/,. -- Draw block oyez" t:i,zed cz-aasi=ions 1,./
;3m:P,_.uc'cion('r, heD:i.sp1&7, P._,e<;C, _"Z:l,nver"_) ;
_c_ ( c_z = o; c_ < X[ lm_[ 0 ] ] .]IO.'rP._SZTZOlIS; c_,.)
( "._[ _ ÷ +, ] > ;_[ _mL<[ o ] ] .'PC ¢cz ] .old_c_,.e,.__iz_ )
•t+ ( e..J,eck_lay_( mL<l: o ] ) )
_.ip.ti_ ( _ [ o ], c_z );
Z_la_(_h_Oisplay) ;
/* -- Pause Ion+ enoul;h Co see "the block */
p_m_.() ;
/,, -- T.,o,v_ac"cblocX _ =o _e: bar, X =z"_ui=io_. */
+or ( c:z = o; ¢cz < S[ _[ 0 ] ]._O._O_S; c-c:-_-)
i_ ( b_d[ _ .+, I. ] • I;[b_d[ 0 ] ].T[ _ ].old_ci_es_:i_i )
i_ (c_,,¢_._y,=( _:z[ o ] ) )













U.c_ia=es the token count in each place :or one hos_.
the loca_ ma.rkin_ _ec=or :or one hose.
bu_ contains
void local_u, zX:._g( b_ )
s_oz'_ bu_ f_ ;
{
;..n= c":z; /- -- ¢ouncez' :oz" z"ea_iag _he _'-g/mx_Lng bz_ez',,/
_t:'_de'f DEBUG2
Fr:.u'c_ ( "Loca.1 ;qaXk_:L_ : ") ;
:or ( c_z" : '. ÷ H[ bu_[ 0 ] ].IO_Tlt_WSZTIOIS;
c=z < _, .+- _q[ bu_C 0 ] "1.NO.TB_SZTZOIlS .,. _[ bu:C[ 0 ] ] .LOC,%L_PL,tCES;
c_,Zd-÷ )
p::_,,c_ ( "%d ". "ou-e[ c:z ] ) ;




_or ( i - O, ==_ . I + HI b_C 0 ] ].IO.TEJ]SITIOiS;













UpdAUea the token court= in each global place.
{
in= c_; /- -- Couu=_ _or reading the firing/larking b_er_/
in= i;
l_Jde_ DE3UG2
Frin=_ ( "Global Nazking : ") ;
_or ( c-=_= _ * HI _L_[ 0 ] ].IO_TXaaSlTI_IS + _[ b,L_[ 0 ] ].LOCII.._LI_;
c== < i + _[ _d[ o ] ] .]m_TXlSSITIOIS . HI bali o ] ] .LOCiL_PLiC_S
pr_( "_ ", _m_[ _ ] );
pri_:_ ( "\n" ) ;
lot ( i = O, ccr = _ + HI b_L_[0 ] _.]O__XiISZ_OIS +
c_= < 1 * HI _.¢[ 0 ] ] .]O_TXXiSTrIOIS + _[ bct[ 0 ] ] .LOCiL_PLiC_




( check_layer( -1 ) )









_eads each socke¢ and u.oda_ms _he _indov accordi_ to _ha= is
recelved.
void read_plaTer_sockecs ()
_Im..o_ :It,._,._'t_Iz"( :2 .,. 2,,,II,I.Z'_IIS +];






p:=._.'c_( "_.Bo8'c _ : ", bo_.,,o );
_o:'( i : O; _. < _. + w( _.u,_bmP_( 0 ] ].IO_TJIJ,ISZTZOI5 +
'l L+.=.'bu:_'e.r (0] "l. t-,mCJ,L_et,_Cl_ + <3T,.,OBI,T....Pt.,I,C'J_;,t+.+. )









_ea_Ls :-_e socXe: :P.=onZCo.mamcmL.
vo=_l. :ead.¢oamm_L_soc_e: ( )
(
L_: i, j, :,,',"usa.;
/t -- Kead. socks: :::om co--.,,,-d, v_,,_Lov (]lo:e, ZCon_u.d. _'±:es ].o,',[ _,,¢s
_.:_( _L1"lad > 0 ) /" --- ]3XVe _'ll_& COIIIIS,Dd81




case +. : I,,, -- _,I_II ,,,/


















s :_=oz'm.t ( ) ;
_'_:e_I=a_("ELLT", 10, 10);
else













case 4 : /,, -- q_lT */
pria=_ ( "XDis_ay =eraum_i_g \n" ) ;
_or ( i = O; i < liO_HOSTS 4- I; i+_- )
=lose( 3[ i 3.socXm: );
e=_=( 0 );
cue S :




















/* -- _ */
/. -- _ e/
/" -- S_a_s OI/OFF */
/* -- FIRE */
/* -- _J_DR._V */





















:one:_sua=# ( ) ;
bz'eaJc;
==use 11 :
/e _ Selec= Z'a.=e8 o_ _:_1|e8 _/







gm.i.=a for • fi:_i_ sequ,mce fz'om and • maz]t:L_ vecco= f:.-om • Men'= ancL
cLisplaTU =he i=._e i_ =he Xwiadov.
i== i, con_=l : O;
iaAC_Mos=s(); /- -- ;ead i_¢o zb¢. Pe_'ri |e= */
in.reX(); /* -- Yai=iaAAze Z wia_v */
=heWilulow : ope_Wi_iow(X]r£_,?1_£_, X_AX,?'l_l_,O, A"ckeGC);
_sZe¢_(400000): /* _ VaA= _on_ enough. _o= w_dov Co be seC up -/
d_zw__eo_i:_o( 0 ); /- -- Dx'a_ hem i_ wi,_iou m/
Y,.--l_,_(=_eDispl&y);
/,, _ Se= _p com_ec=ioas */
fo= ( i = O: =. < IO_HQS'_ + 1; i++ )
HI i ] .soc,_e= = se=v_se==p.ia'c=( HI 0 ] .HOS11Al_, DI$1_.ATPOKT,
"XOispl•7 _LiCing re= :_ezccon_ec=ioa"):
se=bloc_[( _C £ _ .socXe=, FALSE );
>
ini=.ela_sed_Ci:e();
stgna2.(S'LG_T_J_, ala.ca_baadlt:); /* -- Se= sig_a.1, _o: _=_z'x=p= cine:
se=_i._=:(_,O);




c_e 0 : lzz-us'c_( "\b-" ); b_es._;
_ue t : prin_( "\b/" ); b_ea.k;
cue 3 : pzint_( "\bl" ); tn'eaX;
case 8, : pz-in='_( "\b\\" ); l=eaX;
case S : ¢oun'cl = O; tn'e_;
f_lush( s=dou= ) ;
pLuse(_; /* -- Va/I: fo_ io
read.pl&yer_so_k_s () ;
XEven_Sandler() ;
set.in=:( I, O) ;
display_elapsed__ime() ;
*/
/0 -- C_e_Ir..for all. events and. ul:_ato window=/
/m -- S_rc =_m_ i_p_ for 1 see. az_ */
/. aispl&y elapsed. =iae ./






Jincl'A4e <_e_ l_el:/i_, h>
Sinc!u4e <he=rib. _>





































* Cse_ =_=maA mode), undoes _xe e_ec_ e_ s__ex'ue, if ume4 eoxlier.
* us_J_ s__aox-na_, mLl_iple tines skouJ.d _o_ cause any harm.
.,. , e/
su.,,ox_hJ.C)
XSe=Fore_eumd(vJxeOispl.ly, _xe_, TJxeMindewAU_'z*it_ue8. bo_ie__pixel) ;
}









_ice8 r.Me given ua_ au _e g_ven poaiuion.


















_x_ x. y, x_:, y_:;
if ( hos_ >- 0 )
x : "mK(_os_].P_obj__o] .x_pos, O) ;
y : m._(W_osc] .P_ob__n.o] .y_pos, o):
:'c = ma_(HO:_os'c].P_obj.no].:c'c.pos, O);
y_: = ma._(HOzos'c'l.P[obJ_no].y'c_pos, 0);
else
x= = nK(G_Cobj__o].x=_pos, O):
I
119
y_ - mqg(_l:obj_ao].r:.po,, 0):
z = mql(QllCobj_no].z_poJ, 0):
mql(aX(obY = j__o], y_pol, O) ;
wgiCs.Ca_g(GHCobj_no] .name, ::rl:, yl:) ;
XDz-awJkrc( CheDisplay, =hsM:Luctow, =heGC,













Looks up =he z and Y coord._tes o_ =he giv,_ objec= and draws i=.
:klX¢ X, y;
x = m_(Xl_ .T_m] .x_pos, o);
y = mt_(Hl_] .T_o] .y_pos, o):
n_.=¢_x( II3_.T[ao].roz )
(
case 0 : /= -- llor'_on'chal */
Tnz_wL.q.ae('cheOisplay, CheM£adow, *,JxeGC,
x - Dia/2, y,
x ,', Dia/2, y);
brsak;
case 1 : /*- Vez_ical */
IDrawLine(cheOisplay, Y.heMiudLow, _JxeC,C,
x, y ÷ OiaJ2,
x, y - Dia/2);
br elk;
case 2 : /= -- 4S de_ee Cil_ed */
LDrawLine(:heOisplay, _heMindow, CheGC,
x - Dia2/2, y - O_a2/2,
x "*- Dia212, y 4. Oia212);
break;
de_aul_ : ;
z = ma._;(H_] .T[no] .rc_pos, 0);
y = ,_g(Hl_.T_no] .7__pos, 0);
wr±_e__ag(H[h.] .T_uo].name, x, y);
• de:_ine dXark 5
























Draws =b.e ¢okeas _ < S and :r_i¢es # fox" 5 or mo=t.
void d..-'am_'_ok_(]_os'c, obj__,o, _ok_, new)
in'= hose, obj__o, =okea.s, -ew;
{
J._'¢ z, y, i;
:_loa¢ z.poa, 7_po a ;
:L_ ( hoa'_ >,, 0 )
"C
x - mLK(X_o#I:3 .PCobj__o] .z_pos, -23 ;
y " _(Xi_o#1:3 .P [obj_zo]. y_p-, -2) ;
LI_ ( !hey )




z = ma,K(Gll[obj_na] .z.pos, -2);
_' - aa.K(_l_obj_no] .7_po8, -2);
( ',,ew )








d.Y,,m:oken(z - DiaJ4, 7) ;
d.ca_oJren(:: _. DCa/_, y); bz'eaX;
Cue 3 :
d=a_rcok-,,(x, y - OiaJ4) ;
d=_wco_en(z - DiaJ4, y + Diaj'a,);
d.z'awcoktm.(: + DCa/4, Y ÷ 13iaJ4); break;
cut a, :
d_a_oken(: - DiaJ4. 7 " Dia/4);
¢LTarcoken(x _- Oia/4. y - Oia/4);
dra_r_oEen(z - Dia/4. _ ,_ Dia/4):
d.Tar_o_,en(x + Oia/4, _ + Dla/4); b_ea.k;
def aul_ :
spz'_.uc_ (:rap, "Yd", co_eu) ;












• r_n._=okens (boa1:, obj_no)
_,,= _,oaJl:, obj__o ;
s'c._u.() ;
clz-aw_=ok.ms(hos=, obj_no, O, 0);
}
/. -- ].a_: 0 specifies draw old.
_okens e/
ms
=" a.r'zoghead(xl, 71, z, 7, ".Azet:a)
em
m, Draw am az':owhe_d.
./
void az:ovb.:./( xl, yl, x, y, =be:a )
in= xl, 71 , x, 7;
flea: :h_a;
_'c z2. 72, z3, y3;
/= -- Cor'_s¢1: ' z' _.i_pm.m¢ s/
i._ (z>o)
{
x2 = xl - A.qJU3VL*¢os('..he_a + N_PI/IO);
x3 = xl - AP._OVL*cos(=be=a - M_P_/IO);
}
else
z2 = xl + tRB431JL*coa(=be_a + M.71/10):
x3 = xl + kR_J3WL*cos(=he:a - N_PZ/IO);
}





y 2 : yl " ARR_3tt'L*sin(:b,e_a + H_PI/IO);




y2 = yl - __RRO_/L*sim(:he_=a .,- __PI/10);
y3 = yl - tRR_L*sin(_he_a - N.PI/IO);
}
}
else I* -- y > 0 =I
i_(x>0)
(






y2 • 71 ÷ _esia(_Jz_ ÷ N.PZ/tO);


















_au_suapleaz¢(S=on, hos_, obj_no, null, mode)
Draws = azch be_ueen _he pla_e spec_/iod by S=am by lookin K up PLiCES
¢o _ansi_i_ (ho8_, obj_no) wi_h sal_iplici_ hale. IS We node is
71, _he aZToudlea_ ia a_ _J_o %"zansi¢ion, else i¢ is a¢ _he
_ranJti_ion.
void 4ra,_sinpleaz¢(S=ou, ho8¢, obj_no, aul¢, node)
_JLul_om, hos_, obj_no, m.l¢, node;
in_ i, h. no;
in_ z_. 7_. x2. 72, x. 7:
fl_ a. 72sees;
s_:=cpy(_p, PLtC'ES_=ea] .atom) :
]a = geChos_:('_p) ;
no = ge_,'aun(h,_p):
/0 -- geu name o_ place Sr_ */
iS ( h >= 0 ) /* -- Place belongs :o a =oken player */
xl = m_g(_l_ .PC..o] .x_pos, 0) ;
yz = _K(._Ch_.PCuo].y_pos, 0);
}
else /" -- Place belongs r.o _he global _u_kin K voc¢or
xl = ,-ag(G_Cuo].x_pos, 0);
yl = ,_ag_C,MCuo].y_pos, 0):
)
./
x2 = mag(H[hos'c] .TEobj_no] .x.pol, 0);
y2 = mag(HChos=] .TCob]_,,o] .7_pos, 0);
z • xl - z2; /* -- Calculace _ngle oS a¢¢ack o_ arc





iZ ( x > 0 ) /* -- ¢ox.-.ec¢
xZ -= (Dia/2-cos(=heca)) ;
else
'x' a.lz_'J_en¢ of en¢z"y poin¢ co place */
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xl +I CDia/2*+os (+h_a)) ;




y_ +t (Dia/2*ui_(_e_a)) ;
eZse
yl -= (Dia/2*ui_C_eua)) ;
else /* -- y > 0 */
.(
i_(x>O)



























s+a.r_._a.rc(Mos_, ob3_no, z_pas, y_po,, mode)
Draws _he s+a_'_ of an a_c from _ransi_ion (hos_, obj_no) _o (x,y).
void szazc_azc(hos¢, ohm_no, x.pos, 7_pos, mode)
i_ hoe_, ohm_no ;
floa_ x_poa, y_pos;
in_ mode ;
in_ i, h, no;
im_ xl, yl, x2, y2, x, y;
xl " mag(x_pos, 0) :
yX = mag(y_pos, 0) :
x2 = maK(.HF_hos_] .TCobj_no].x_po8, 0);
- ,m41(X_os+] .T[obj.m.].y.pos, O) ;
X= X2- xl;
































__=c(_r_, x_po-, y_poe, mode)
_raws _e .rid of aa =c _:os (x,y) _o _Jxe place sp.:i+i.d by "froa °' .
void end.arc(from, x_pos, y_pos, mode)
in_ from;
floa_ x.pos, y_pos ;
i_ mode;
i_; i, h, no;
in= zl. yl, x2, y2, x, y;
flo&_ a, _xe_:a;
= _.chos= (cap) ;
no = ge_num(h. _mp);
/= -- ge= name of place from */
/= -- Look up hos_ number and -/
I- place t a_ hos_ "I
if ( h >= 0 ) /* -- Plat. belon6s _o a _ok_m. play.r */
x_. • m_t(_Oi] ._'_o] .x.pos, o) ;
y_. = ua6(HCb.] .PCuo] .y_pos, O) ;
].
else /* -- Place belongs _o _he _lobal markin_ vector */
xl = ma_(GX[no].x_pos. 0);




x2 = w_(z.pol, 0);
72 = m_(y_pos, o);
z " x:L - x_; /* -- Ca.l.c'n.lac, a.agl, o'£ a'Ccack o_ azc */














y I -= CDia/2es_.n(Chscx) ) ;
}
else le -- y > 0 *I
'C
i_(x>O)
yl -= (O'_a./2*sia('_m:a,)) ;
else
y I += (Dia./2*sixx('_.M.eca)) ;
>
( node == 11 II mode == zn)
<





azmovhead(xl, yl, x, y, Chela);










d_.g.axc(xl, yl, x2, y2)
D_ms _t IAne beqmee_ the given poi_c:.
void d_au_axc(xl, yl, x2. y2)
_oa: xl. yl, x2, y2;
<
iax¢ xa. ya, xb, 7b;
x_ = :m_(x_, 0);
_a = :aK(_, 0);
xb = _ag(x2, 0);
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excez'n Display -_he_isplay ;
exCax'_ _ven¢ _heKvem_ ;
ez¢exu V:dov _eWCadow, openWtadcm() ;
ezcez'n GC =heGC;
ezca1"£ S¢Z'11¢= ob_ PTAC"L_[ _S ] ;
exc._ s===c= obj TR¢ilS[ _¢I¢_!S ];
ex_ex-A s=¢'£c_ hos=s 5[ NA_O_'_ ];
ex=e¢'_ in_ GLOBAL_PLAC_r,S;






/. -- -sue and ho8= asai_smem¢ of all
placese/
/. -- name &hos¢ o¢ _ =z'aa:. -/
/- -- _J. he1: _or s¢ored here e/




-- $e=s all c=acusi:ion fiz_ K coun=e_'s =o O.
-/
void rese=_s=a¢s( )
in= h. _ ;
clea__s¢a:s ( ) ;
:o: ( h : <3, I_ < _O_EaS_; h_+ )













U_LL_es _he s_a+is=ic of all c_ansi_ions reporc_ in _.
{
In+ i, k, c, x, Y;
floa_ ra_e;
2or ( i - I: i < _. + HI bu_[ 0 ] ].NO_TRLISITIOIS; i_ )





if ( avE_ra=e )
{
/= -- Display ave.--4_e ra_e o/
st_erase():
spr,__t_(crop,"%_", _Ox].TE_].ra_e );
x = ma_(IO_].T[_].=_poe, 0);
7 = m4l(HOx].T[_] .yr_po-, o):
_._ ( check_laT_ ( h ) )
Tcite_ca4;( crop, x, Y):
st_=ormal ( ) ;
_[ w ] .T[ c ] .olcL_::..mee__i=,.i = X[ b ] .T[ c ] .c_Jtea__-ed;
_[ _ ].T[c ].cimes__ir_ = bu._[ c + _. ];
race = (ZIoa=)H_] .T[=] .c:_mes_fiz'od/ela_led_cime_sec() ;
HCh] .T[_] .r_e = ra_e:
sprln_f( Cm.o, "7.f", ra_e ):
x = ma_(HO_].TC_].z=_pos, 0):
7 = mag(HO_].T[=].y'c_pos, 0);
i._ ( check_layer ( h ) )




/,,l _- D%splay = o_ times fir_ */
s_:_er-se() ;
spr_._z_(cap, "%d", H[h] .TIc].c_zes_'._.:ed );
7 = mag(WOm].T[c].yr_pos, 0):
".._( check_layer { b ) )
_'_'_e_caK( crop, x, y);
s__'_ormai() ;
_-C b, ] .T[c ].old_cimes__:-_e,i = _[ h ] .T[c ].cimes_f_.:od;
3[ h ].T_ C ].cimes__.ire_ = bu2[ _ + 1];
spr:.n_:_( crop, "%d*', _[h] .TIll .cimes_fix'odL );
x = ma_(H[_].T[c].=z'_pos, 0):
v = =ag(g[3z].T[c].Tr_pos, 0):
_._ ( checX_layer ( _ ) )
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else
HC k ] ,T( c ] .ola.cius_f_ea = HC h ] .T( c ] .:imss_Zire4;







Clears all s_ats from displa 7.
voi_ ¢_.,az_s_aus( )
In'c h, c, x, 7;
ca= _C2o] ;
].
f_ ( h : 0; h < |0.HflSTS; h÷÷ )
re: ( c : 0; "c < H EE].10_TT-41SITI_S; c_- )
if ( avS_r'ace ) /* -- Display aver_Ks zats */
s_.ez_,s.() ;
sp_.n_( cap, "?_", H[bJ .TEx].race );
x = ,uLK(S[h_ .T_] ._=.pos. 0);
7 = .,a_(IEh3 .TCc3 .re.poe, o) ;
vz_.=s__a_( _. x, 7);
sc_aoz'.ml ( ) ;
].
else /* -- Display 8 o_ timem ZLTed */
(
so_erase() ;
x = ma_(H[3x3 .T[_:] .x=_po8, 0):
7 = sag(_C_] .TC'_] .7"c_pos, o):
wri_e__a_( c-,p, x. y);









u_ac e_ _11_scacs( )
Up,Laces eke s_acs _or all transitions.
void update_al!_s_:acs ()
'C
in'_ h, c, z, 7;
_C2o] :
_o_ ( k = O; h < ]iO.HOSTS; h÷÷ )
_or ( c = O: c < HrJ_.]iO_T_k]lST.T]:O]lS; c+_ )
iS ( avg_.-ace ) /" -- Ois._l&7 average ra'_e(
spr:.=c _. ( crop, "%'_", HCh] .TC:] .z'a_e ) ;




7 " _(IOd .T['c] .T:-_". 0);
L_ ( c_.ecr.lay.= ( _, ) )
_n'¢¢e_ca_( '_p, z. y);
else /e _ Dimp].a.'Jr ;t O'f 1;dine8 fi.Ted */
sFri=_( _p, "_", w0x] .T[¢] .=inu._ea );
x = _(H_L].TC'_] .=_pea, o);
y = mLK(wDt] .TC¢] .yr_pe8, 0);
£_ ( _e__lay_ C h ) )




*- display_ ela_sed.cine ( )
*/




capCO] = '\o' ;
s¢_ezue() ;
s1_Jzc_( _p, ,,
s_.normd. ( ) ;
loo, Io );
7,d s", =ime );
=i_ = (Io._) ela_sed_c__sec() ;
spr:Ln'c'_( cap, "Elapeed T4-e : _ 8", cine );
wriCe_caK( _ap, 100, 10 );
A.6.6 Xro_tines.c- Miscellaneous Routines for X Windows







unsigned long CheNhiCePixel ;
Sinclude "CheIcon"
L_ecMindo_A¢_rlb_¢ es _h,_i_dowA_rlbnce8 ;
Med!_e BORDE___DTH 2
ck_isplay = X_enDisplay(_'ULL);
(¢heOisplay == _I/.) {
_prin_ _. ( scdezT,








= Oef&ul_Scre_(_heDispl& 7) ;
= De_a_Oepch(7_heO_splaT, cheScreen) ;
= BlackP_._el(CheDisplay, _heS_een) ;
= Whi_ePLxel(CheOispl&y, CheScreen) ;
ZC_oaeDispl&y(_heOisplay);









-..h.eMi,l_l, oeal:':rilm: e ,.. border_p_,l
-.hem _ndowa¢ "c:'ibu'_ u. bacX_round_pixel






_heM_J_douHu_- = C2BacXP_xel I C2BorderPixel ;/* I C20vex-_ide&ed_,c_ ; */
=helevM_Jxdov = lCre&=eM_Jxdov(=heDisplay,/* Open • ¢JJxdow on the dols. */
Itoo_M£xldov( cheOisplay, choSc_emn),
x. y, vid_h, height,
Co_yFromPa_en¢, cheM_JXdOWHaak, _¢heM_ndoeA¢_ibu_es);
cheIco_._map = lCreaceBics_pFro_acaC_heOispl&y, /* 3) See up icon -/
_he|egM_do_, _heZcon__%cs, _he_con_wid_h, cheIcon_hei_h_);
/* 4) Send h_n=s Co Vzndov Nanager */
cheMKE_.ucs.icon_pi_map = cheIcon_.xmap;
che_in¢=.f!ags = ZconPixmapEin¢ I ScaceEin¢;
XSe¢_qHi_=s(=heDisplay, che|euMindow, &CheMHH_J_¢8);
/* 5) $_=e and location Cot oux _zndovs */
cheSizeE_uCs._lags = PPos_czon I PS_ze;





/* 6) c=ea¢e =he _aphics con¢erc for the v_Jxdov */
i_ (¢:uaceGC(_J:ele.Mbdo_, :heie_GC) == O) {
._escroyW_ndou(cheO%s_lay, cheiesW_ndov);
re_-4_-n((g_ndoe) 0);
/= 7) Ask X co make the v_dov vZsible -/
XXapM_._dov(_heOispla 7 , che|euML_dov);











,_he|_C.,C = lC:rea'c_,C(=heOisp.1.,,T, _eil_':i,_d_,
(_i_qMi Io_) O, _..h, eC.,CV_I.=_);




XSe'CBa.c.kK_ou.l_(_heD'isl_&y , e._hell_, 'r.held'h.t'_ePixe].) ;
r e':'¢_'_ ( 1 ) ;

















iJ_ _heKeyB_L_e_az.Le_, = _4;
char _heKeyBll:l_e=" _ 65 ];









pr ._._::: ("llapp_") ;




p:i_:_ ( "bu::,m\=" ) ;
l=:eak;
cue KeyPreas :
XLook_pSc=_._K( tuheEven:, :_liCa711u._f_, "chedKeyBu2ferNs.zLea,
Ig:heKe_p_ym, _Y._eC_ole_la._LiJ );
/* -- _=_'e =e: selK:ed _or disp_y=a _ */
C C c_=[.ysym :- .a, ) II C c_deySym =- ,A, ) )
late= : OzTFF;
/* -- _lolstl places o_.y */
( C ch.[eySyn-- 'g. ) II ( c_mTSym-- ,G, ) )
laye:: "" Ox400;
/* -- Spec_ic lay*=: selec=_l. */
_ ( ( ch.J[eyS_ >= '0' ) _ ( c_.[*ySym',= '9' ) )
neg_laye:" : cheli[eyS_ - 48;




prin=f ("<_,z> pressed\n", cheKeyB_.'fer) ;
pr_._:_ ("_.=\-", layer) ;
_ead._
¢1e=.=__.c ( ) :
re_resh_:L_ow( cheEvenc.xany. _r:_dov ) ;
break ;















• de_ine T31_AT_2 I
•d_ine T30_AT_2 2















• def ine T6_2Y_AT_2
ldef ine T21_ 111 19
_de_ iue T6_ LT.AT_2





















This film conl:ains all proc_cLures for i_lenen_ing device drivers
(exceD_ socXe_ initialization which _mus__ be done in sockec_inic())
in player, c
Zinclude "_name2. h" /- -- This include file defines the cransi=ion
numbers for cokau player 0 o2 =he
thesis .ne_ contToller e/
:_include "SZM__./_name0 .h" /I -- This include film con=ains the _l-ansi_ion
numbers of the _ansitions of token
plaTer (TJaesia_sim2.ne= m/
ex:ern _,OflL,EAM evenc_fla_;
ex_ex-n in_ io_sockeE ;
lon_ inlm=_s=a=us = 0; /_ -- SCores the inpu: s:a:us (make i: an arT.a7























C_eckz _e p:ocond_=icms _or ",,be c::mzi=io,_ nmtbe_.
|01:e =ha= =h.iz sc_ene 40e8 _10T_ work _or timed _m-ansi_ions as _As
¢her.k_D s is _e81:x'Qc_ive add K C_ed =l"aJUS_iOZL 318 _h.%a ¢J;er.Xe(L =vice





( _,,pu:_s:acu i ( 0xl << =_no ) ) /- -- _1.¢k _1_ -/
{
_,,pu:_s:_cu - _,,pu:_s::cu _, "C Ozl << c:__o ); /- -- clmu: _la_
}
./














V=_=e8 Co :_e 4evice (L_ive= (._,.u.Ch.o Ce8: cue a_o=_e_ :o_e,, p_aTe=)
cor'zes_ondi._ =o ch.e cz-_uai_ios_ co be se=.
lo:l _e n_g convention u.sed =o=: =),e =x-4._si:ioas. Z_ :_,e cue vhe=e




Zon_ oucbu_ ( 2 ];
s_i:c_, ( c'=_,,o )
{
case T2,3SCaz=_SUT_IT_2 : /- -- _=om cz-_nsicion ... */





oucpu:_scacus : ( Ozl << T24S:arc.ZN);
b=eaE;
case T2SSCaz___T.AT_2 :
oucpu=_s=a=us : ( Ozl << T25Scarc_I_);
breaE;
ou:ba_[ 0 ] : 0;
ou_ [ 1 ] : ou_pu_.s_a:us;
p=iuc:("\n/O c:::rc'4: _z 7= _n'*o on=_[O], ou_ba_Cl_ );
/* -- Send s:a:us co token plaT_ or 4evice driver */
i_ ( _±_. ( io_soct_, ou=ba_, sig.o:( ou=ba_ ) ) ---_ )












Decodes the L/O receivea on _he io.so_._e_.
io_buffer[O] : aevice s i_.
i__b._[1] : s_a_ vo_.
voi_
4eco4e. io ( )
{
inpu:_sfa:ns ": io__.gff_[1] ;
evon:_flag : TRUE;
prinffi_("\nI0 =ec'_: 7= 7= ",
)
c
















_e:urns _rue/false vi=h pro_abili:7 Transi:ion[_T_no] .firin_.=a:e
for an Irene<Liana _ansi_ion. This is a cl'_e meT_hmt of simnl&_in_
con21i¢_ be_een ilmedia_e _ransicions cha_ have usi_De_
probabilities of fi_i_.
_oCe c_i.ac Ohm porb_liliCe8 mns_ be scaled dopmndin_ on _u_k_ug and
hoe m_n 7 c-ansicions ate in ¢on_1i_ Co _e_ ohm ¢ozTe¢_ results






• (double) TX'a_sicion[ cr_no ] .:_:Lzing.Zace;
i:C ( _ < cap )
else
rec'_..vn( 0 );








I.nicializxcion ¢:Lle for Hos¢ 2 con¢roll_-
]loCe =h_.= both the fla_ maJ8¢ be se= and the add.coma m¢ be aJssi_ed
i.n order for =he process =o be execuced.
Tz-aa_i'cio,,[ T__IT_AT.2 ] .p=econd.i¢iou = 1;
TCa_si:ion[ T6_IY_AT_2 ] .p=eFcoces8 : con_lic¢_resoln¢ion;
Trtusi_on[ T_I_ll ] .pzecondi_ons - 1 ;
Traaai¢ion_ T21_1]1 ] .preprocess = conflict_resolution;
Transi¢ionC Te_2Y_AT_2 ]. preconditions : 1 ;
TTansZcion[ TG_2¥_AT_2 ] .preFroces8 : conflic:_zesolu¢ion;
Traas_:¢on[ T21_ll ] .p:econd_:Zons : _ :
'i'rans_._ion_ T21_2]1 ] .preprocess - cmu_l±cc_zeaol_cion;
Transition[ T6_3T_AT_2 ] .preconditions : I;
Tzaasicion[ T6_3¥_AT_2 ] .preproceas = con_lic¢_resoln¢ion;
Transition[ T2,1.SB ] .precondi:_oas = _;





Tr_ns lC ion [
Tr _u i_ ion
Tr_ns 1¢ ion
Trans IC ion
Tzans i¢ moa [
Tzaas Xc _ou
Trans Xc _on [
Trans i¢ ion











T_.SS marc_0UT_ AT_ _.





•precondi=ion8 : I ;
• preprocess : precond_Ce8:;
] .pos:processi= K : I;
] .poa¢procus : poacpzoc_ce8¢;
.pos_:proce-_s_J_ K = 1;
] .pos=p=ocess : pos_proc_ce8_;
] .pos:pzocessin K : I;
] .pos=process = posc-proc_ce8¢ ;
|
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• de_ine IOPOKT 4500._1_SET
B.2.1 portnun_.h- Socket Pore Numbers for Simulator
_de_i=e OFFSET 75 /= -- Of_se= _o Ir_ev_l: use o_, sm address be=ween
si:ml&¢o: an ¢on::oLler */
/m -- Per= nuab_: for token :__ng socke:s */
/,, -- Po_ nmmber for ¢oamaa_ sockets */
/* -- Port numb_: _or d_splay sockets */
/t -- Poz': number for _o ei_h device dl_ver.
lo_e - no o_fzet s_ce i_ connects vi_h
the serv_ socXe: of _he con_o__ler */
B.2.2
_i_e T24Done_OUT 0
Sde_e T23Done .01Tr I
• ief_e T2SDone.OUT 2
:d_e T2SStaz___l 3
#de_i_e T24_az___I 4
• d_l_e T23St_--: __! 5
tnameO.h and tr.lin_O.i- Name and Link Definitions










_.i_, fl.le coaUa_ a_ _ecec_ee for i_ementi_g device d_ive_:s
(ezce_ secke: i_Atia_a:ion which _:us:. be _one i_ soc_e:_ia.i:())
in pl&Ter, c
_ti_c_.ude " •./_'naae2. h" /* -- T_is incl_ie file defines =he :ra_sit±on
n_bers for _ok_ player 2 o'_ the
:hesis.ne= con=rol.'Ler */
#include "'cnameO. h" /" -- This i_cl_le file conta.ia_ the tma:tsi:ion
n_bers o_ _he _a_si=io_ o_ _s token
player (:hesis_si_.ne: */
TOTE : STUFF DEX..:'_ _ IS ZDF_CAI. TO ABOVE L_STZ]IG 0F intez-Zace2. £
svitc_ ( "c=_ao )
(
case T23Done_OUT : /* -- fz'om =:ans_ion ... */
ou_m:_s:atus = ( Ozl << T23Done_ZI.AT_2); /- -- to ::ansi_ioa ...
b=_tk;
cue T2_Done_OUT :
ou_='put_s_atns = ( Oxl << T2%Done_IN_AT.2 );
br eak;
cue T25Done_QITT :






ou_bu_C 0 ] = O;
ou_bu2C 1 ] = ou_pu__s_a_us;
/* -- Send s'ca=_ co coke-, p_a7_ or device diver */
syscz'z( "Tz'J.Ce io_socke_" );
DELETED I
B.2.4 player.c -- Listing of ini__sockeCs()
















Zni¢ialize8 eke soc_etz for global mart,i_ ve¢'Cor token rin K.
co/z-w_in is seeker for the sez'ver of SEKVERNANE cha¢ runs am Oh.is Moa¢
and reaJ:Luthe cekea messa45e frcmt SEAVERNANE.





/i, -- Co_ne_ Co XDis_la7 */
ou¢.X_win : ¢Iien¢_se¢up( HOSTOIAME, DISPLAYPOAT );
Si_ IO.BOSTS > I
#i_def _OSTO /,. -- Thxs is token player = 0 ,.I
/t -- SeCu.o SERVEE connection for token player _ 1 =/
=oMen_in : serv_se_ap.i_cr_ HOSTIA_E, PLAYEEPOKT,
"Server vai=in_ for pnl ...
se¢blocJ¢( =oken_in, FALSE );
..);
/- -- _ai¢ _n¢il _he las_ token player has openKL i_s server for coEen
player 0 =/
prinCe(" _i¢ EnCer _hen last token player server is ready : \n");
sca=_ C "_'.s", Z'cemp ) ;
=oken.ou¢ : client_setup( SE_VER3AME, PLAYEEPO_T );
lelse /m -- This is no¢ token player 0 */
token_one = clienc_secup( $ERYE_IAME, PLAYEEPQl%T);
token_in = sex_r_se_ag_i_¢r( HOST_ANE. PLA_.APQKT.
"Server :ai_ng for pn(i+1)" );






¢o_aad.ia = serv_seCup.in¢=( ZO_=gJJ_¢, ¢OmtA_PO_,
"Server waici=_ _o¢ XCo==aad ..." );
setblocJ¢( ¢o=d__o FALSE );
]s -- Zf _he token PlaTe: is z ¢on_oller, _kis is L client socJcec */
ti_de_ n_PJAL_; 0
io_socJce_ = client.seep( EOS_11A_¢, ZOPO_,
"Sqz've_ va.t'ciz_ :_or device d.viver p¢o_'aa ..." );
se_blocM(io.socke_, F_SE ); /= _eceive cm=a_d_ _o=
device dz'iver ,=/
signal( SIGIn, inpU_oi=_exx_p__MaadAer ); /= -- $e_ _ in_erA'ng¢ _o be
is=aed =_ea i/o occ=x= */
B.2.5 e_ent_andler.c -- LJs_;h_g of ge_:.evenl: C)
















ge_:_ eve=_: ( )
KeBob8 all _he inpu'= socJcet= and pipes.
decode8 _1_.8.
Z_ _J_cce i= an.7 i=_o,
-- ¢Ola_d__ IO¢_lt _OI XCOI_ 1_._dOl
- endpmpe pipe from _imed__.mans__andler
- _o=en_i_ socket fron _J_e previous _oken playe¢
II
=/
- io_socMe_ =ocke_ _rom _evice driver p_oK"A'a.I.
vo id
_et _ even_ ( )
(
long _oken__u_erC GMV_BD_FS_ZE ] ;/= -- B_fer for received =arJci_g vector =/
long co/._er( 2 ];
_t _ead, i;
/= _ C2_ecJ¢ i_. =Mere is anything from she device driver program _o read







( az'e_ • z"ead( ¢onaad__',,, <:o_aa4._m_+,z', s_..:.o+( <:o,m,l_a_b_+ez' ) )
>0)
'C
aeco4e.cond( ¢onnuumcL._m_*z'( 0 3 ) ;
I_"_ IO_HSTS > I
/,0, -- ¢_0¢X _.< i'c is _+ 81oba_ uz_in+ voc":or ':b,.a"c is aT.,,_abl+ "/
C u.:* "'e " ::,ad( "cokea+__-. _ok-,,__m_,:', sizoo"tC "cok,:,__,r ) ) > O )
"C
llqrc_( +ok',a..b_,:z' ); /., -- _ zvz._.zbl. */
lt_A*_ DaUG
tmri_("_ ::ud %_ bTc,,, : ",_,_1.);
_or Ci : O; i < s:i.zeo_(++okezL.'o_*=)/4; i++)
l=-j=c-_(- _- ,=oJr,,n.._:.=C_) :
+m-J=.,_(-_.-) :
3.
3.
!
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